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She shot out from the shore with the greatest of ease. Into the middle of the current she went. There was no
but that the jungle r1ver was deep, Moreover, it flvwed to the north, and as near as could
be jndged, ·the flames had not as yet reached the river banks.
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'fHE YELLOW .KHAN;.
OR,
t

fttank ~eade, Jtt. llmong the Thugs in Centttal India.
A STOBY OP DABING DEED&
By "NONAME,"
Author of "Under the Gulf of Guinea," "The Silent City," "'l'he Black Mogul," •'Below the Sahara,"
"In White Latitudes," etc,, etc.

CHAPTER I.
A VICTIM OF THE PLAGUE,

BEYqND Locknow and over the Ri~er Goomtee was a mighty grassgrown plain, extending to mountains far in the smoking distance; lor
the day was bot beyond dpscription, and Frank Reade, Jr., Barney
and Pomp, as they stood upon the upper platform of the Electric
Fakir, were made aware or this.
" Wburroo!'' exclaimed llbe Celt, mopping the perspiration !rom his
brow; • " yez 1 wud tblnk Quid Hurry himself owned this counthry.
~h11re, I'm about roasted."
"Huh!" said Pomp, with a snicker; "yo' kin see wba' youse gwine
to come to, chile, 'less yo' changes yo' habits au' libs a bettnb life.''
Barney's keen' eyes twinkled, and be maue a side step toward the
coon, as if be would tackle him, bti the restraining presence of Frank
Rende, Jr., obviated this.
•
. ·
They bad been three months in the land of the fakir nn:l the Hindoo,
and not a dlLY had been devoid of some new nod strange incident.
It is hardly necessary for us to introduce !ormully Frank Reade, Jr.,
the famous young American inventor of Reudestown. · Everybody, of
course, bas hear<t of him and his famous air ship and wouder!11l
submarine boat.
Not couten~ with havigg mastered the problems or aerial and submarine navigatiob, Frank had built nod equipped t.he Fakir. With
his two trusty servitors, Barney O'Shea, the Irishman, and Pomp, the
negrp, he had packed the Fakir In sections aboard a Bombay steamer
and set out for the exploration of the land or the Thug and the
Khan.
·
The Electric Fakir was a wonderful specimen of mechanical skill.
Nobody but a man with brains could possibly have constructed such a
machioe.
Frank's purpose bad been to devise a vehicle in which they co11ld
travel over nil sorts or country in safety both !rom the arms or ordinary roes, or the savage jaws or wild beasts. The Fakir was to be the
constant home of the travelers.
With this purpose in view he took the lines of a prairie schooner
, and elaborated unlll be gained his ideal, The Fakir was light but
roomy, bullet proof and equipped with no electric gun for defense, and
furnished with stores for nearly a )'Aar's trip.
Frank had used largely aluminum nod steel in the construction of
the machine. Forward and aft were the cabins or living apartments,
and these weJe equipped most luxurioualy.
Amidships there was a section or bullet proof network or steel. In
this were loopholes lor firing in case they were nttacke1.l.
Forward was the electrical machinery operated by a compact stor.age aystem which was n secret or Frank's. Over the forward compartments was a <lome-sbaped little 'strpcture witll plate glass win·
~ows, which was used as a pilot-house. Here was an electric keyboard

1 with switches nod levArs by means of which the maciline could be

guided or driven or set ablaze with electric light.
There was also a powerful search-light on the upper forward deck.
· AIL on tbe upper deck was the dynamite g11n.
This was nothing but a lor:g cylinder or thin steel, very light, and
operated by means or n pneumatic chamber.
The dynamite s!Jell placed iu the breach, was expelled by com~
pressed air nod exploded by ln!pact. It was a most de~adly engine of
warfare,
The running gear wus wonderful In ita construction. The wheels
were tired with rubber, and rested upon adjustable ~prings, which
acted so that travel over the rougest ground scarcely jarrfld the Q<:cupnnts of the vehicle.
To describe the Fakir in every detail, would require too much space, •
so with t he reader's kind permission we will leave this to the course
or the story. Suffice it to say, that the machine was in every way
equipped for just such 11 trip as was now being attempted.
Thus far the voyagers bad experienced no serious trouble with any
ol the D!ltives of this strange and superstition-ridden land. Once they
bad been fired upon in the ju:Jgle, bnt this was doubtless ~~y robbers
who would have attacked even their own kind for the sake or
plunder.
But above Lucknow there was promise of some danger.
Thll region was wilder and the natives less friendly, or rather less
well disciplined in lear of the whiLe man. But Frank cared little for
this,
In fact, it was the very thing he was in quest of, wiJd adventure,
whether with savage men or wild bensta. And there was ple!.!ty of
this in store.
Lucknow and the River Goomtee bad been left far behind. The
Fakir had run like a greyhound across the green and level plain.
The m<.~uctnin ranges were drawing nearer, and the hot day was
ccming to a clos!'.
Thus matters were when suddi!nly a ghastly spectacle caught the
eye of Barney, who was in the ptlot house,
.
Acting t!pon impulse the Celt threw back the lever and brouu:ht the
machine to a dead -stop. Then he shoutetl:
" Mtsther Frank!"
Frank Realle, Jr., and Pomp, both came bounding !rom the after
C!lbin. Bnrn.,y rushed out on the upper .deck.
" What is the matter?" asked Frank.
"Shure sor, Wild yez luk at tile likes av that?''
Barney pointed to a clump of wild hibi&cus, distant not a dozen
yards. The spectacle there presented was one fit -to fill one's soul
with horror.
Grovelling in the blistering sands was a human being. He was one
of t_he Rnjpoot tribe ns could be seen. But his ecrim skirts and em-
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broidered tunic w~re torn and soiled, while his coppery featuros were
drawn and agonized.
"Help, Sahibo! help Huzaars! for the love of Brahma, give me
help!"
For an instant Frank Reade, Jr., could not help but hesitate.
Bumanlty was strong in hill bo~om, but here was sufficient excuse
for a refusal in all justilication to help a fellow being.
F'or one word dropping from Frank's lips was sufficient explacation.
"The pia au&!"
.
.The bubo~ic curse or India was destroying thousands or unfortunate
beings. To be wre the Europeans were not so likely to get the disease, yet they did not always escape.
"Golly!'' muttered Pomp; "dat am a drefful bard sight. Kain't we
do suffin' fo' dat po' chap?"
"Yes!" cried Frank, with impulse. "We can and \viii!"
He dashed into the cabin and opened the medical cabinet. Here he
quickly mixed a disinfectant of Ule carbolic order and bathed his
bauds and face. Then be took a couple of vials which be knew to be
!leneficial in the treat!Dent or the plague and eprung down from the
Fakir's deck.
,
The suffering Hindoo was very weak and faint when Frank reached
him. Barney and Pomp, having also partaken of Lbe disinfectant,
joined Frank.
••
The plague-stricken wretch was in the hands of good Samaritans.
In less time than it takes to tell it, thin blankets were spread and an
awning made over him.
Then Frank gave him medicine to counteract the poison in his
veins. Pomp prepared a warm broth, nnd ·as till! shadows or night
came on, he drew a breat.h or relief aud slept.
The <llSflase had been taken at its critical height, and even in that
brief space was turned. The life of the Hindoo could now be saved.
Uutil morning the travelers watched over the sick man. Wh~:n
daylight came he opened hie eyes, and it could be seen t!lat the fever
was gone. · He was suved.
or course he was very weak. But at this juncture friends came.
There was the thud of feet on the sandy fioor or the plain, and look·
ing up Frank saw a camel coming with long strides. Upon its back
was a Hindoo woman or large, strong frame and comely features.
" Zara!'' gasped the sick. man. " Praised be Brahma! I am happy
now!"

:

'l'!Je camel knelt and tbe woman leaped down and rushed to the side
of the ~offerer. She chon ted something in the Hindoo tongue and
then craed In English:
" Praise Brahma! My prince is saved! ile wi!l live! Bless the
noble Huzaars w,ho have saved the life or my Prince!"
Then she fiusbed her dark eyea upon FrAuk, and springing forward
clasped his knees, chanting her grr.titude. The young inventor gP.ntly
disen!angled himself, and suid:
" Are you his wife, mem-aahlb!''
"He is my lord and master," she replied, fulsomely. "Ah, Zara
will ·not forget the noble Huzaar. They are not all hard of heart and
selfish or soul. Brah rna will bless blm !"
"That Is all right,'' said Frank, li~htly; ''I am glad to have done
your husband the service. But he is yet ill, and must needs have
good care."
" Zara will die for him!" cried the woman, rapturously; "but see,
noble sahib, the plague is gone and he is safe."
.
The sick man now held up his hand and beckon\ld to Frank. The
young inventor 'drew nearer.
" I am Soma," he said; " once my ancestors were kings of this
Province of Oude. The Cl~ uttee Menzil of my father was the noblest
palace in India. 'l'be Huzaars destroyed our kingdom &nd I have
sworn with my caste to destroy them in return. But from this moment I renounce the vow. I will never lift my dugger against the
Huzanrs again."
Like a flash Frank read the truth. He knew enough or the traditions of the Rnjpwt people to understand that many of them yet held
to the rancorous hatred of the En!; !ish, and that this man Soma was
no doubt one of tht1t deadly brotherhood which lurked in the jungle
and plotted murder day and night.
He gave u little shiver and only made reply:
"Your resolution is a worthy, one, sahib. Hang to it! Good luck
to you and may you recovar!"
" Salaam, sahil.J!'' said Zara, bending to the eerth. Then abe turned
to her husband's side.
The three adventurers sprung back aboard the Fakir. Frank started
the engines and quickly the spot faded from view.
" Golly, Marse Frank!" said Pomp. "I hope we don' git dat plague
ourselves."
"There is little danger,'! replied the young inventor; "but I'll tell
you what I think, and tbat is that we have not seen the last of Soma
or ilis wife, Zarn."
CHAPTER II.
A ' RESO UE.
" BEGORRA, :~Iisther

Frank,'' . exclaimed B:1rpey, v pbwat .do yez

menn bv tllat?''
·
" Well, it is mJ opinion that the man whose life we have just saved
is no ordinaty Hindoo. He is some hi.v,h c1ignitary among the junglE!
Thugs, and you can be sure of it. For tbnt matter, be may be very
'!ear to the Yellow Khan whose hidden kmgdom we are in quest of."
Barney gave a low whistle.
" Jist as loike as not,'' he agreed. 1• Sbure, these Hindoos all have
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so many brotherhoods au' aaycret societies that yez kin ulver know
what to be afther explctln' next."
"Well," said Frank, seriously, "I fully expect to aee more or
Soma."
·The day was n_ow well opened. The air, however, was tempered by
a cooler mountam breeze.
Be!o.re noon the plain me~ged Into broken, hilly country. Then in·
tervenm~ to the far mountam ranges was a vast expanse of jungle.
Frank's eyes sparkled.
" In that jungle," he said, " we may look for svme interesting ad·
ventures.
"Begorra, that's good news!'' cried Barnby; "shure I'll be afther
'
getlin' iTerything ready fer action!"
"Oh, there is plenty of time for that,'' said Frank; "bello! what's
that over yonder!"
The )'OUDg inventor pointed ton distant rise or land, where there hnd
suddenly come into view wbnt lookPd like a carnvan.
There were three elephants with three occapnnts in each howdah
nnd a number of natives on foot.
·
'
But what attracted Frank's attention was the fact thnt they seemed
to be in troabl~o~.
.
The elephants cnme to a halt upon the high land, and the occupants
or the howdahs begnn tiring rapidly with their guns•.•
Those on foot sank down bellind rocks and other cover and did the
same.
TLe erack of the fire-arms could be plainly heard by our adventurers,
·
and Burney cried:
" Shure, Misther Frank, there's a foine ruction goin' on oYer
there."
" So it seems," agreed Frank; " let us go over and see about it."
This suited Barney and Pomp. Instantly the Fakir started for the
spot
As the machine came grandly rolling down toward them the Hin·
doos were amazed. In fact, in their surprise they. almost forgot the
presence of their enemy in front.
As the Fakir drew down upon the scene Frank rook it in at a
glance.
The caraTan people were Parsee and Hindoo merchants tranling
through the country, and their opponents were jungle robbers.
It was apparPnt that tb.e caravan people were nnt a little Inclined to
, be afraid of the Fakir. The elephant tenders picked up tbeir pikes to
affect a retreat.
But Frank sprang out on deck and waved his arms in token or
amity. This was not without effect.
The next moment tbe Fakir rolled up to the spot. The jangle robbers were in the deep grass below, their white turbans showing at intervals.
It was not their method to openly attack a roe. Their game was to
follow stealthily behind and harass a caravan, picking off the able men
one by one.
In this way thfly would force the hapless travelers to surrender. But
their fa.te was sealed In any case, for the jungle gang never spared a
prisoner. It was certain death to fall into their hands.
Frank ran his eye ov,er the scene ~nll qullkly decided what to do. A
number of the caravan people lay dead upon tbe ground.
·
The position or the robbers was one or great vnntu~e, for they were
not ex~osed. Frank selected the spot where he believed the mass or
them were congregated.
Then he went aft and sighted the electric gun. He pointed it down
the incline so to sweep 'it and then placed a bomb in the breech.
He closed the magazine and pressed a button. There was only a
slight recoil, a hiss, and then-a thunderous roar and an earthquake
like sbock,
The explosion of the dynamite shook the hillside and sent the robbers lleetng for their lives to the jungle beyond. A great furrow was
plol'!ed in the side of the bill and a }j.ulr dozen dead Thugs lay exposed
to view.
The caravan people :were amazed. They had seen the great lield
guns of the Huzanrs, but nothing like this. For a momenL tbey 'ap·
peared the victims of tl'rror.
. Hut Frank quicl>ly reassured them by leaping down from the Faldr'a
side and approaching them openly, He was met by a tall, patriarchal
old chnp, who made a low salaam.' '
•
"Mohammed hleas thee, noble sahib," said be, devouLiy, "thou
hast done us a kind deed!"
Frank saw at once that the speaker was a Mohammedan. But be
spoke English lluently.
"You are W~>lcome, sahib,'' said Frank, brielly. " We came along
just in lime. But have you traveled far?"
"From the land nr Hnfzan Oolah," replied the caravan keeper.
" We have bartered in silver and pearls with the Maghul. Those dogs
would have made a good haul ba:l tbey overcome us. Noble Huzaar,
Ben Ali owes thee thanks."
" I am not an Huznar," replied Frank. " We are from America, a
land on the other side of tbe earth!"
·
The caravan keeper ·looked puzzled.
" We know only the Huzaars or your color," be said, "but I dimly
remember hearing your land spoken of. It is a strange chariot you
travel in which requires neither horses nor elephants to draw It."
Frank knew that it would be Idle to explain the workings of electri·
city to this ignorant old fellow. He would have believed it only
witchcraft.
So he nodded his ilead simply anJ then made reply:
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' tell me, Ben Ali, heard you ever
"We have traveled far in it. But
of the Yellow Khan?''
The Mobamm~dan gave a mighty start. He ran his eye shrewdly
onr Frank 11gain and then eaid:
'-' Aye, · mn.Bter, that I did, In all the north of India, he is the richest
ruler!"
Frank's eyes glistened.
•· Where is his country ?" he asked.
Tbe aged Mohammedan turned and studied the distant northern
range or mountains lor a moment. Then be pointed to a distant notch
in the blue line.
•· Yonder, sahib," he said, "beyoml that brel)k in the mountain
wall. But dost thou know of the Khan and his ways?"
"Ah, " said Frank, carelessly. •· What abou tl him?"
The Mohammt>dan shivered.
"By the dust of the Prophet,'' he said earnestly, " it would be well
for thee to shun the land of the Khan. He welcomes not a visitor
from foriegn lands. Many have entered his country and never return·
eli."
·
"I thank you for the warning, sahib," said Frank, courteously,
" but what is this? Are those rascals coming back to get another
Josef'
·
·
A bullet had whistled by Frank's ear. He changed his position, an<\.
shoc.ted to Barcey:
" Send another bomb down there, Barney; they are not satisfied."
"All roight, sor!''
The Celt obeyed 'orders. He sighted the gun at a point further away
.
and tired it. This had a salutary effect.
It drove the robbers literally into th e jungle. They then abandoned
~he attack. Meanwhile the caravan had begun to move on.
They expressed their gratllude to Frank warmly. Tile young in ·
lentor said:
•• Rest easy during the rest of your journey. They will not venture
to attack you again. They lay in our course, and we will drive them
before I:Js."
T!1en he wunt back aboard the Fakir. In a few moments the machine was making for the jungle.
Frank noted well what Ben Ali had told him, Bot he had known
from the !lrst what sort or a man the Yellow Khan was.
He had become iotere!!ted in the project of finding the Khan an<.l
his country through the fubqlous stories hi! had heard or this strange
ruler, whose land had not been visitlld by Civilized Europeans for
many centuries.
Frank fancied that this might be one of the wealthy rulers spoken
of by Marco Polo, the ancient Indian traveler. He had acquired a
positive mania to ferret out aud make friends with the Yellow Khan.
He had heard mr.ny curious stories of this noted ruler.
He bad been told that the unknown ruler bad gained t.he name of
yellow from the fact that everything about him was of that color.
There were enormously rich gold mines in his kingdom, and there
gold was as common as iron elsewhere. It was the common metal.
All these things bad Inflamed Frank's passion for research and discovery. He had at once made up his mind to ferret. out the Yellow
Khan.
9
It the old chap was so mcorrigible ant! unfr1eodly, perhaps he could
be brought to terms forcibly. AL least, Frank had the wherewithal
to do this.
So as far as fear was concerned he had no compunctions whatever
in Invading the Khan's country. He need fear but one thing with
the Fakir, and that was artillery.
That the Khan did not possess such he was sure. But this was matter for the future. For the present other matters claimed his attention.
The jungle robbers had lied before the Fakir In certain terror. The
deadly work of the electric guo appalled them.
In a abort while the mighty depths of the Bhungi Jungle swallowed
•P the Faldr anct our adventurers. .
.
They were destined to have some thrilling experiences ere they
should eD)erge from it.
In the jungle the Thugs had a· decided advantage.
They could secrete themselves sometimes within a few yards of the
machine.
Then they could fire at this short range without incurring ret.lliation. Bnt their bullets did no harm.
Barney and Pomp, safe behind the bullet proof screen, watched for
~he slightest target and took ~<dvantage of it.
And thus the machine
(: ·3pt into the jungle.
It wus necessarily slow progress. .
In places lhe paths were very narrow. But the Fakir was provided
with revolving knives set upon the hubs, which cut a w1de swath
t hrough the tall cane.
Where any other object of a solid character waa presented, a dynamite IJI_llnb quickly displaced it.
Thus the explorers kept on for the rest of the day. When night
l~<•gan to fall apprehension incren.Bed.
A suitable place for a camp was selected and the machme brought
Lo a stop. Then Pomp prepared the evening meal.
Darkness would seem to favor any attack or plan of the foe, but
Frank did not seem a victim to fear.
"Let them try it," be said, grimly; "'they won't try it more than
once."
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CHAPTER III.
IN

THE

J U NGLE.

THK darkness which descended upon the jungle was of the most inteo9e description. Words cann\)t> de3cribe it.
But the search-light und the electric lamps of the Fakir dispelled it
for some distance about, though even this glare could not penetrate
the cave very far.
And now the jungle became a ventable pandemonium. Where previoua(y only the songs of various wild birds had been hearrl, the yells
and howls o! ion:Jmerable wild beasts came from all quarters.
•· Ugh!" exclaimed Barney ; "!really would not care to be afoot
this noight. Shure, a mao wud sthand moighty little chance agio
tbim craytburs."
"Goll y!" crieJ Pomp; "der\l mus' be a heap ob tigers an' lings out
dere. Dis chile don' want no pabt ob dem."
But there were hum an beings fr. the depths of the jungle, and in
plenty, as our adventurers knew. But doubtless they had the secret
of keeping out of the way of the bea s t~.
Time passed on. Thus far no sig n of the natives had appeared.
But th ere were plenty of other foes in sight.
Snapping jaws and gleaming eyeballs could be seen in :he dense
growth of cane, beyond the circle oleiectric light, Within this circle
tbe animals did not dare to come.
BarDI!Y and Pomp once venturBd a shot at a pair of fiery eyes.
" Shure, oaygur!" cried Barney, "if yez will put out th e roight one
I 'll take the left."
"A'right, I'!sh!" replied Pomp. "I bet yo' I hit de mark!"
Then they fired together.
There was no doubt but that they did hit the mark. With a mighty
howl of deadly pain a huge, rnao·eatiog tiger, sprung out iuto the
circle of light and fell dead in a heap.
This was fun for the two jokers. They began firing at every gleaming eyeball in sight.
And soon they bad killed quite an array of animals of ali kinds.
But they tired of this kind of sport after a time.
'fhe midnight boor came and Frank and Pomp turned in ~ it being
Barney's first watch. They were soon sound asleep, for they were very
tired.
Barney was left to his own device, and for a time be walked up and
down tile screened declt in a light frame or mind. He had been two
hours on guard, when a thrilling incident occurred.
Suddenly the Celt he~rd a distant peculiar sound. Then animals of
every description be~ao running madly past the Fakir.
The distant sound was liko that of the roar of a cataract, and for
somewhile the Celt was puzzled.
"Phwat the divii is up ?" he muttered. "Shure, I'd think there's a
big fa I or wather comi11' this way!"
.
Great numbers o! frightened animals spud by ' the machine. · Tbeo
......_
came something else which 'gave the Celt a chill.
'fhis was a perfect army of snakes. They were mainly cobras, but
they went wriggling under the wheels of tbe machine in legionY.
The Celt was astonished and was just upon the point. of arousing bls
companions, when u sudden revelation of the truth came to him.
It was through the ageaacy or his oostrtls. He sniffed the air, and
then turned deaaly pale.
·
" Howlr Mither!'' he gasped; " it's quare I niver though~ av that.
Shure, it's fotre!"'
Then he eprung the ele,ctric alarm. Frank and Pomp can:e tumbling
on deck.
·
" Howly murtherl'' screamed Barney, " the jungle is on foire, an'
shore it's burned up iotoirelv we'll be.''
" Fire!" gasped Frank:. " By Jove, I should say so! It's the work
of those rascally Thugs!"
For a moment the explorers were aghast at the prospect. Certainly
it was a seions one.
To attempt to outrun a lire in the dense jungle would be impossible.
What was to be done!
lt l!)oked certainly as if their rate was sealed. This was an unlooked
for calamity.
But Frank Reade, Jr., knew that immediate action was necessary.
They, must at least try to get out of the scrape.
So be adopted the only move iu view. A path led to the right. As
near ns he could judge the fire was advancing from the·other direction,
To run before it would be folly.
An oblique course was the best, for they might turn its ftaok, so to
speak. So without hesitation he turned the Fakir into the side path.
As good fortune had it, this wus much broader than the path they
had entered by, and the Fakir ran on at fairly good Bpeed. But there
was need of this.
The dull boomiog·of the flames was fearfully near ut hand, and even
sparks could be seen fiying through the cane growth. This was evidence enough that tile danger was near at hand, and that no Lime
must be lost in getting away from it.
This was no easy task. Indeed, it looked utterly hopeless.
The adventurers had little to gui:te them but the roar of tho finmes,
and they could only guess at the extent of the fire. The electric search·
light lit up the path ahead.
.
Ao1 every few moments they ran down .one or more fieeing animals.
How many hundreds of deadly cobras were crushed by the wbePis it
was impossible to guess.
On and on they sped into the dark heart o! 1 th~ jungle. Suddenly
Frank gave a sharp cry.
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H~ jammed the lever down hard and brought the machine to a halt. ·
The reason for this was distinctly apparent.
The glare or the search-light l;ad llasheJ upon something bri~ht and
gleaming just ahead. FranK recognized it at once. It was water.
Tney had come to the banks of a river which tlowetl thro:.gh t.he
jungle. In this FranK recognized their salvation.
'
"Hurrah!" he cried. "We are all right now. Get out the paddles,
Barm•y."
The Fakir had been constructed for just such an emergency as this.
There were strong paddles to affix to the axles or the machine, which
enabled her to stem any currant and make fair speed, for she wai so
.
constructed that she could eas1ly float.
Frank knew that in traveling across country he would have many
rivers to cross, and thus had made adequate provision.
Barney lo~t co time in getting out the paddles. They were quickly
fixed to ~he hubs. Then the Fakir ran down into the stream.
She shot .out from the shore with the greatest of ea§e. Into the
middle or the current she went. There was no doubt but that the jungle river was deep.
Moreover, it Howed to the north, and as near ns could be judged,
the flames had not as yet reached the river banks. H the danger
point could be passed, they wouhl succeed in completely escaping the
tire.
So Frank put on all speed, and the Fakir shot down the current,
nod now a good estimate or the extent ol the fire could be gained.
A grea~ red glare was against the western sky. It was plain that
the Tbugs had sought to drive their foes toward this very river, tlliukiug that 1t woulu be such a lJarrier that they must surely be entrapped
noll perish.
"They will be surprised," muttered Frank. "Thh is the time we
shall easily fool tllem."
Soon it wns apparent that they had passed the danger line. Then
the river took a great bend.
This brought the voyagP.rs full upon n part or the bnrnl district. The
fire yet smoldered in the great lJlacl< w.aste of the fallen cane.
Jlut what interested th e explorers most was the sight of nnm~ e rlll sS
mov.iug forms which seemed to be following in the wake of the fire.
Barney gave a low whistle.
.
" Wllurroo!" he exclaimed; "it's the divils thimsilves. Pllwat do
yez say, l\1lsther Frank?"
" Certainly!" agreed Frank; " if they knAW where we are at.. this
particular moment they would be surpl'lsed."
.
" Sbure, nn' won't they see us?"
Frank sprung into t.be pilot-bouse and turned off the electric lights.
The n the Fakjr Hoa.ed on into deeper shadows.
As the river tlowed toward the )ellow Kllan's country Frank allowed the machine to keep along In the currem. It was us easy a mode
of progression as any he coul<! devise.
But the hours had been speeding and it was now very evident that
dawn was near. Soon light began to break in the east.
But now the burned district had given way to tbe dense jungle
again. .Moreover, the river bad veered its course to the west.
So Frank decided to go ashore. This proved no easy matter, for the
banks had become high and almost impossible for tlle Fakir to ::limb.
Finally, however, Frank found a crossing, or ford, ann here there was
a deep enough cut in tbe bank to admit of the machine making a landing. Once more tlle Fakir was on dry land.
A path led away to the northward, and soon t!Je party were again
en route to the lnud of the Yellow Khan.
They had good ranson to congratulate themselves upon having so
cleverly outwitted the jungle robbers. But a great surprise was in.
s tore.
·
Suddenly, as the Fakir turned an angle ·in the path, down from the
branches of a couple of Liees on either side there fell a namber of buge
ropes made of fiber. Til ere was r:;o time to check the speed of the machine.
It went plump into the obstruction. 'l'he ropes were tough and strong
enough to almost stop a locomotive. As it was, the machine came to a
halt, the dynamos buzzed and the wheels .kicked up a cloud of dirt.
One ol the ropes caught the dasher, anotber lay over tbe pilot, and
yet another across the pilot bouse. A fourth became tangled with the
forward wheels. The Fakir could not go a step further.
So sudden was the stop that Barney, at the wheel, was nearly thrown
through the pilot bouse window.
Frank RAade, Jr., reeled into n corner or the cabin, and Pomp fell
down the galley stairs. In a moment Frank was out on deck.
" What is the matter!" he shouted. Then said no more, for he was
able to see for himself.
He gazed at the ropes in amazement, Not n human foe was yet in
sight.
Burney had recovered himself and tried to back out or the trap ..
But his effort was in vain.
" Rowly murtherl" ·he cried. " We're caught like a r·abbit in a
snore. Shure, sor, it's too strong fer us!"
Frank saw that this was the truth.
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But it was certain that tbey did not. They had some other purpose In
view.
For some moments Frank studied the situation. He was not a little bit puzzh•d.
Of course it would have been an easy matter to cut the ropes by venturing outsi(le to do it. But this would have exposed one to a deadly
allot from the foe.
Doubtless thls was just what thQy were waiting for. And ns Frank
realized this be knew that it behooved them to use caution.
Barney ha,d already taken an nx and was about to go out on the for,
ward jjlut!orm. But Frank enjoined him against this.
"You will get a shot from the foe, Barney,'' be cried. "Better be
on the safe oitle.''
"Shure, SIJr, phwat are we goin' to do?" naked Barney.
"I can't say just now,'' replied Frank, " but I think we will find
some way out of the scrape.''
Tbe young mventor was keeping a ,close watch or the cane, brake.
Suduenly be saw the flush or a silken jacket.
l 11 stantly he picked up his riHe and tired nt the spot. There was a
loud yell or agony, and one or the Thugs reeled cut or a clump or undergrowth and fell in plain view of the voyagers.
Frank smiled grimly.
• lle knew that hls first theory was correct. The Thugs were in biding nil about the spot, and were simply seeking to decoy tbeir intended
'
victims out into the open.
But with this expose or their game they abandoned it., anJ the jungle
resounded with tbeir mad yells. It was evident that ti.ey regarded the
Fakir ns absolutely in their power now.
Tiley at once made a bold attack upon it. And this was their mis·
taKe.
From every covert and clump or undergrowth they bounded forth
wi th keen knives and guns in their hands.
They tired a volley, and the bullets rattled against the bull or the
Fakir.
But they did no harm, whatever. In an instant tl.!e Thugs, hundreds
in number, swooped down upo:: the machine.
It was a critical mom ent.
Frank rPa)ized this, even though he felt that the villainolJB gang
could haruly succeed in getting aboard the Fakir. He did not attempt
to use the electric gun.
Instead, the three defen(\ers, with repeating Winchesters, opened
tlre upon the foe. A rattling volley fer a moment arrested them.
But they rallied and came on again. Ami now they were met by
an other. B.ut still th ey came on.
"Lively!'' cried Frank; "they'll t>e aboard or us, We must not
allow that!"
Bu~ even as the words escaped his lips a number of U1e Hindoos·
gained the forward platform. Tb~y threw themselves against tbe pilot
house door.
But it wus of stou t- steel and would not yield. In vuin t!Jey tried to
batter it down.
Frank opened lire on them from a loophole which was almost point
blank, nn\l so deadly was the range that the rascals staggered and
finally retreated precipitately. But another iang were trying to gain
the upper deck aft.
Barney and Pomp, however, were doing valiant service here. As
Frank rushed to assist them they had also gained a victory.
The Thugs were plainly astonished at their inability to get aboard
the machine. At least a dozen or their number already lay dead on
the ground. Thia was demoralizing, to say the least.
And now Frank played his strongest card. Aft he went to the dynamite ~un and placed a bomb in the breech,
He did not du~e use it at such short range for fear of the shock to
the Fakir. But be saw a number of the Thugs at some distance away
in the cane.
He sighted it for them bnd fired it. The bomb bur~t with terrific
force in that part of the jungle. The cane was mowed down in great
rows, and a hole was blown in tbe ground large enough to bury a hundred men.
This was the turning point.
The Thugs were not accustomed to
battling against such tremendous power as this. It was terror for
them.
!.
They broke out and fled incon_tiuontly. It was n great victory for
our voyagers.
Barney and Pomp cheered themselves hoarse.
"Shure, they're not in it!'' cried the Celt. "We've given thlm. the
koind av n batin' yez read about."
'Frank sent another bomb alter them with deadly effect. Then the
question or liberation from ~he ropes once more presented itself,
It was Barney wbo hit upon an idea.
" Faith, I'll show yez how to cut thlml" he cried. · " Kape yer eye
on me.''
·
With this he aimed at one or the ropes with his rifle and tired. The
bullet went true to the mark.
One of the strands was seen to burst, and the rope trembled. Pomp
caught the idea readily.
Again Barney fired. '£h1s time be missed, possibly owln~ to the
vibration of the rope.
CHAPTER IV.
But the next time be cut another strand. The fifth bullet cut the
OUT OF THE JUNGLE.
rope. Then Pomp>cut the one he was firing at.
•
But the remainiu·g rope was entangled badly with the running ~rear.
THE young Inventor sprung forward and surveyed the situath1n. or
This prevented the forward axle from tqrning.
conrse it was a cleter trap set by the jungle natives.
It seemed as if this could only be libernted by ventur:ng outside.
But where were they!
Why ditl thPy not come to the attack! This was what puzzled Frank. Frank, however, saw a way to make ~his safe.
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Be sent a dynamite bomb into the jungle on that side.
It cleared
the hiding-places in that vicinity.
Then Barney drop]>ed down under the running gear. So quickly
did he work that he bad the rope cut in a score or pieces before the
Thugs realized that be was under the vehicle.
One bullet brusblld bis ear, but ttid.no harm. He returned safely to
the deck of the Fakir.
,
It was a succPssfol game. The machine was now all right again
and Frank started her ahead. The fragments of rope dropped out of
the running ~tear and the Fakir was free. .
·
A parting volley from the Thugs did no harm, and · the Fakir soon
bad left the ~cene far behind. For hours it threaded its way through
the jungle.
Then the ground began to rise and the cane to thin out, Very soon
open country was seen ahead. T~ey' would soon be out of the jungle.
The day wus drawing to a close and Frank was anxious to get out
into the open country before dark. And in this be was quite success·
ful.
'
Tbe Fakir emerged from the deep jungle and mounted a rise from
which the voyagers could look back and see from whence they had
come. A distant line of flame and smoke told them that the jungle
lire was not out yet.
Ahead of them were the mountains. Beyond these was the region
of upper India, bordering upon Mongolia and Tartary. Iu that part
or the country the Yellow Khan held sway.
Frank noted again the notch in the mountain line, showed him by
IDoma. He reckoned it was not more than thirty miles away.
Ano\ber day should bring thEm to it with ease. Were the course a
level and smooth one, it would not require two hours.
But night was shutting down, so Frank selected a good place to
enmp and await the commg of another day. It was upon an eminence
from which a Yiew could be had in all directions.
Here the night was passed without !nciuent. The jungle robbers bad
evidently bad sufficient experience with the Fakir. Tlley were quite
content to keep their distance.
For this Frank was grateful. He did not wish to slaughter any more
ef them, and was content to rem;.in in peace. At an early hour the
Fakir was again under way.
Rapidly now they drew nearer to the mountains. For a long time
no sign of a human habitation bud been ~een.
Tlfe country bad seemed one mighty wilderness, uninhabited save by.
\be' jungle people. But now right at the base or the mountains a surprismg thing was seen.
This wa1 nothing les• than a vast collection or buildings, wiLb a
long, high wall. around tLem. It was a Hindoo walled citl( of the ancient type.
This Frank saw at a glance. He also saw that it was right at the
entrance to tbe notch between tlte mountains. IL would be necessary
\0 paPs right by this curious Hindoo town.
or course the Yoyagers were at once interested. They did little but
watch the distant 'town as they went on.
Soon a long and fertile reach of upland was seen extending far to
the west along the base of the mountains. This fertile tract was all
out up into native farms.
In fact, the region seemed quite thickly populated. There were
numerous bungalows, or ligbt hamLoo buts, and the fields were being
tilled by swartlJy nntiYes with ox and rude plow.
Frank drew a breath of relief.
" There is nothiug to fear from an agricultural people,'' he declared.
"'l'hey are not· warlike. Let us make their acqnaintun~e."
" Begorra, tbut's ph wat I loike to bP.ar!'' cried Barney. " Shure,
mebbe they kin tell us ahout the Yellow !'ban."
"Just sol" agreed Frank. " We will cultivate their acquaint.

anee."
So the machine bore down toward the Hiodoo city. A large throng
of people were about tile gates.
As the Fakir was seen approaching, the people seemed seized with
a panic and rushed into the city, closing the big gates. Frank, however,
displayed a wlti~e flag aud advanced until within bailing distance.
He was not familiar with the Hindoo tongue, and iL was doubtful if
any of these people knew the Ecglisb tongue. At any rate, Frank's
ilall was not answered.
He repeated it and showed himself on tlte forward platform. Then
. a Bindoo appeared on the city wall and answer<Jd the call.
But Frank could not understacd bim, nor could I.Je make himself understopd. This was awkward and embarrassing.
.
But JUSt at this moment Barney gave an exclamation and pointed to
a party of Hindoos approaching on camels.
... Whisbt, sor!" cr1ed the CHlt. "Now that looks to me molghty
i01ke the wan tbat yez docti.Jered fer the plague . Phwat do yez
think?''
Frank turned with a startled cry.
"It ia," be exclaimed; "it is Soma and his wife, Zara!"
The woman rode upon the eame camel with her husband, and they
made surprised auu delighted gestures as they approached.
CHAPTER V.
THE CURIOUS

WORSBII'ERS.

HoW' Soma and his party had SU'lceeded in overtaking the machine
so quickly was a mystery to Frank. But the truth was they bad come
by nnoti.Jer route.
Th ey were surprised the asel"es to see the Fakir and its people
·
here.

As Soma declared afterward, he had expected to find the Fakir in
the Yellow Khan's country. But the progress through the JUngle bad
been slow.
. Up came the camels, and Soma, now quite restored, dismounted and
walked slowly to meet Frank. His face was aglow with surprise and
delight,
His companions were Hindoos, but evidently not of his own high
.
caste. They remained at a respectful distance.
"Salaam, Master!" cried Soma with an obeisance; ' ' this is a sur·
prise. We have overtaken you with our slow camels!"
" It was the jungle!'' saiu Frank.
,Soma's face changed.
" 'Ah, you had trouble there?" he asker].
"We did!"
" Did they attack you!''
"Yea, with weapons and with fire. But for the river we should
have fallen vicltms to the !lames!"
"Brabma forbid!" said the HindoCJ, devoutly; "but what is this!
Will not these foolish people open to you! We shall see!"
He spoke quick and impassioned words to. the gute tender. It was
evident that Soma was no stranger here.
His words bad the necessary effect. The gates swun~ open.
But as they did so out rode a cavalcade of a bundrtld mounted men,
with high-strung horses and armed to the teeth. They made an im·
posing appearance.
At theic head rode a tall and baucleome young man, with long curllog mustache and a resolute cast of featur~s.
His eyes flushed under his tiller helmet as be glanced from Soma
to the machine.
Soma I.Joweu profoundly low, as did his wife.
"Salaam Prince Rarkoona!" I.Je cried, in the Rajpoot tongue. "We
are yohr faithful slaves!"
The Prince of the ProYince, for such he was, reined his horae up
close to Soma, and in a stern voice asked:
"When did you join bands witi.J. ti.Je accursed Huzaars, you, Soma!
What outlandish thing have they come bare with to destroy us!"
"Ob, my prince," cried Soma, "t)lese are not Huzaarsl TI.Jey are
of the powerful race at the far end of the earth known as America.ns!"
In an instant Harkoona's face changed. He leaped from hiA saddle.
" Do you speak true, Soma!"
" Tilnt I swear, my pripce!"
The Hmdoo priuce tnrned and gnzed at the Fakir for a moment.
Soma made another profound bow.
"You woultl yield 'these strangers welcome, my prince, if ~hey Lind
done for you what they llllve done for me."
.
Then Soma detailed his sufferings witil the plague, and liow Frank
had saved h1m. The prince l!stened with deepest interest.
Then Frank came down from the Fakir's side to greet him. In a
few moments these two men were the warm~st of friends.
For the prince seemed to take an instant liking to Frank. He went
aboard ti.Je machine and Frank showed him all over It. Hurkoona
was delighted.
.
He could speak English qnite well, so it was easy to hold convers!l•
tion with him. When t 11e Bindoo prince learned that Fra11k was bound
for the land of ti.Je Yellow Kilan, he was at once deeply interested.
"I hope you wi ll meet him and teach him a good lesson, sahib,"
said the prince; " he is the worst barbarian in all the north of India.
Our people cannot go over the mountains without the danger or a con·
llict with him. He has a number or times threatened to descend upon
our province and wipe us out of existence."
" Then be is disposed to be friendly with no one!"
"With nobody! Woe to any of our people who may chance to be
captured by his warriors. Their fate is sealed."
"Humph!" said Frank, grimly.
Harkoona ordered the gates or the ci ty open, and the Americans
were bidden a warm welcome. As thll Fakir entered the walled town,
the people chtlered and ran alongside.
Frank was glad to make friends with the Rajpoots, for he was not
sure but that .he might nee•1 ~heir co-operation in a posaiule attack
upon the Yellow KI.Jan. Soma was a warm friend, be knew.
Prince Harkoona urged his visitors to remain to a fete to be held in
tUe1r honor. But Fran I\ would not do this.
He wlis anxious to push forward on bis journey. So after a brief
st:oy In the Rajpool city, the Fukir Blurted for the notch in the moun·
tain wall.
,.
TI.Je Rajpoots gave them accurate description of the route to the
Killin's country. Then tl.ie Fakir proceeded on its way.
Leaving Harkoona's city, Frank se.nt Lbe Fakir bowling_over the up
grade into the notch. Here travel was necessarily slow.
.
They were obligad to,pick their way through rocky ravines and over
stony ground, along -the edge of precipices and across mountain
streams. But they gradually mounted into the notch.
It was a miJthty view to tfie so
ward which ti.Jey OQtained. ,Words
are hardly adequate to descrr\1
As they ascended the a.tmo
rew cooler and more easy to
bear. Soon they were in the gr· .
idu'ous forests which crown~d
both sides of the notch. But a wide path 'i1~een cut through this.
The Fakir had actually gat well up
the notch when night
came on.
.
Frank was anxious to cle:lr the divide, sq_ he f;Pt on as lbng as
be could.
I .
.
But after a time, In spite of the powerful rays of the search·
jlight, it was considered safer to bait for the nig_ht.
Conseq•1ently
tl.ie mncl.iine was brought to a atop.
.
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This was beside a tremendous high waterfall-a sheet of water
descending a perpendicular height from the sheer mountain wall
like a ribbon of silver. It fell with a strong force into a rocky
basin.
Beside this the Fakir was halted. To all appearance the region
was the most wild and uninhabited of any they had yet passed
through.
As there was apparently no danger from lurking foes here, the
voyagers lescended and built n huge camp-fire beside the basin.,
At this nltltude tile :~.ir was renlly cililly.
Pomp prepared nn appEotizing. evening meal, and then he and
Barney swung hammocks under the trees, and enjoyed a siesta in
the circle or fire light, with the roar of the catnract in their ears.
But ns they reclined there they bad not a fancy that nny human
betng, much less a foe, wns near them. They were chatting briskly
when suddenly Barney gave a gasp and a grunt and stnrted up.
His face was pale. Pomp gazed at him in amazement.
" Whn' am de mattah, !'ish!" be asked.
The Celt pointed to the sbadow11 ncross the basin.
"Howly murther!" he gasped, "do yez see that? It's a banshee or
me name is not Barney O'Shea!''
"Huh! wha's dat! Golly!"
Pomp's wool stood oil end as well. He crawled out of his hammock.
The cause of this ~xcitement was m'?-de very obvious.
.
Across the basm and m the. eage of the black shadows a wh1te
ghostly figure ha~ appeared to VIew.
It stood there hke a statue for a f~w moments and the~~; begn? to
move along the verge of the bastn. To Barney ~nd Pvmp 1t coulu be
nothing more nor less than a g~oBt.
.
For some moments the two JOkers watched !t. Then BarnAy wh1s!'ered:
" Shure, we'd betther get out a7 this, naygur. I don't want no part
av ghost& in mine!"
"Yo' am right, l'isbl" agreed the darky; "we bettab call Mane
Frank."
.
.
But they were spared th1s trouble, for at tlns moment Frank came
up. He had also caught sight of the white figure.
He was as .much astonished as Barney and Pomp, but of course
did not contact the apparition with o.nytbing supernatural.
"We will lind out," he said, as he started for the edge of the basin.
Barney and Pomp were terrified.
.
" Fo' de Ian' ob goodness, Mar~e Fronk," cried the coon, .. don' go
ober den•. If yo' does dE!' ghosts git yo' to' suah!''
" Don't yez do it, sor!" screamed Barney; i• shore, it's com in' this
way now, bud cess to it."
Frank laughed as the two terror.stricken jokars scampered back to
the Fakir. He advanced still nearer to the pool.
Then be beheld a startling sight. From behind ihe sheet of falling
water other robed figures glided into view. Something like a com prehension of the.aiJair then dawned upon Frank.
He con!ll see that it was more than likely' that a band of Bindoo devotees had managed to get beilind the fall of water, perhupR 11 cavern
existed there aud they came to this spot for wor.ship. Their white
rob as attested this.
In fact the theory was proved when snddenly tt.ey were seen to
fall upon their knees and break into a chnnt. They did not seem to
beed tbe Fakir or our adventurers.
Frank watched them curiously for some moments. Then he ad·
vauced to the edge of the waterfall.
A glance showetl him a space of fully five feet betwe!)n the water and
the face of the cliff. This was certainly sufficient to enable the Hindoos to pass.
E:e even edged his way through the tine spray until he saw the
mouth of a smnll cavern. This explained all.
Returning to tbe Fakir, Frank explained all to Barney and Pomp,
which somewbnt allayed their fears. But they did not return to the
hammocks.
N!lithP.r did th'l Hindoo worshipers trouble the Americans. The
night passed without incident.
When morning came the Fakir once more got under way.
Up the
defile it climbed until a short while later the divide was crossed.
They began to go down now very rapidly. For a time the forest obstructed their view.
But after some miles the foliage broke and they looked down at last
upon the country or the Yellow Khan.
And the scene upon which tiley gazed was a striking one. Even the
natural growth of the long valley, the mountain sides, and even tile air
seemed blended in a yllllow tinge.
But far up the valley upon the banks of a winding river was a large
city. its domes and minaretes could be plainly seen, and they flashed
back the rays of tt.e sun witil gilded gleam.
It was plain that this was the wonderful City of Gold, the famous
home of the wealtby Yellow Khan • . The ~:rent province extending In
everydirectio.n was thickly settled.
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To be surA, the Fakir could have descended upon the Yellow
City and given the walls a battering, and perhaps made the Kllao pay
heavy ,tribute.
But conquest was not· Frank's aspiration nor his purpose.
His desire was to affiiliate with the barbaric ruler aud study the
characteristics of these strar.ge people. To accomplish this was his
'
end.
Bow he was to do it was a puzzle.
There was no doubt but that the Khan would repulse his advances.
But Frnnk was resolved to make friendly overtures at all events.
The Fakir now began to slide down into the valley rapidly.
A few hours later the low lands were reached, and the first habitatlon was encountered.
·
This was a stone house made after the Iiindoo fashion, with a
baiilboo porch and thatched roof.
As the machine drew near, from the Interior a number of natives
came out. They gave one glance at tile Fakir and then set up a
hostile shout.
Back into the dwellina they went and without the least WILrning
a volley of bullets cam~ rattlina against the sides of the Fakir
This anaered Frank more than ~ords' can tell.
·
'
For aemoment he was half tempted to turn the electric gun aaainst
0
the house. One bnmb would bnve blown it to atoms.
But he did not; and affected to pay no heed to the uncivil salutation.
The Fakir passed on into a road which led down the valley.
Every habitation bud gardens and fields of waving grain. There
was every sign of abundance and prosperity.
It was evident that famine did not visit the valley of the Yell ow
Khan. The S!lil was peculiarly rich, 11nd the people probably thrifty
and hard working.
But at every turn the Fakir receive11 a hostile front. As the machine went on the Bmdoos begnn to form in behind it and pursued
tiring from behind walls and hedges.
'
Barney and Pomp were intensely desirous of returning the fire. But
Frank would not allow them to do this.
"Only in case of dire necessity," he Yaid; "it is.better for us ndt to
retaliate until then!"
A are~t mob was now pursuing the machine Really affairs began
to lo~k serious
•
'
·
• • .
,
,
. .,.
.
1L really seemed as. 1f the Fak.r wns deliberately rushm 0 dow~ mto
the ma~s of a trap•. or course the adventurers bad a great engme of
defense m the dynunnte gun.
.
.
.
. But on the other band, such_ a mighty. body of Hmdoos m!ght dev1se some method ?f de~tructwn. Agaw,. there was no certamty that
the Yellow K;ban d1d no. possess heavy_canno~.
The ma.cbtne o~ course could dn_notbmg agamst cannon balls. One
of tilem rightly a1med may demoh~h the vehtcle..
So tilere was need to proce~d With great .cautwn. But soon the
Fak1r reached a long Ie~el plaiJ!, and ov~r this It raced at full speed.
The P!lrsuers were d1~tanced. The ctty ~rank reckoned to be a
doz~n miles d1stnnt. Tins coald be covered 10 less than an hour, ailowtng for any obstacl~s or rongh gro1,1_nd.
.
~ut n~w the plantallons became tl~Icker, an~ H1_ndoos seemed to
swarm ftom everywhere. No matter 1!1 what d1rectwn onr adventurers looked bands of them could be seen.
"
. The w.hole co~ntry was aroused, In fact bells and 0 ongs were beard
111 the dtsta~t City.
.
· ,
.
It wns _evulent .that the Htndoos meant to make a ltvely defense, for
to them 1t was probably an assured fact that these new-comel'B were
invaders and foes.
•
.
The hour had.not elapsed when the Fak1r rolled down upon a plum
leadmg to the City walls.
'l' hp gates were closed, and 'great crowds of armed men were on tt.e
walls.
Frank halted at what be considered a snfe di~tanc~.
Tt.en he began to s~udy the Ctt¥ of Gold With lns most powerful
glass. He w~~ deeply m~press~, w1tb w~mt he saw. . .
. .
." By ~ove! he excla1_med, there IS n~, other City Hl Ind1a ltke
th1s. It IS hke a fabled c1ty from old legend!
"Begorra, it's as big as Dublin, I'll take me oath!" answered Bar•
ney.
Frank saw that.,the Golden City covered ~ vast urea, and that the
number ofinhabitants could not be .estimated at less than one hundred
thousand.
Doubtless the province held as many more, which made it very
strong. But the marvelous ?eauty of the city was the main point.
The buildings were all of a pure white stone like marble.
This was polished like a mirror and glistened in the sunlight. The
roofs and domes were gilded, and this combination of whi~e and gold
· was beyond conception.
·
'
The buildings were not high and were rnmbling. But the avenues
were broad and carpeted with green grass, while the green foliage of
the tropical trees which lined the streets, or filled the gardens, lent
color
to the bewildering scene.
CHAPTER VI.
Some of the buildtngs bad roof gardens decked with t,he most beauIN THE K HAN'S COUNTRY.
tiful of flowering plants. Altogether, Frank Reade, Jr., knew of no
IT can be imagined that our voyagers gazed ' upon the spectacle city on earth akin to it.
"On my word!'' he declared, "It is like one's conception of the
before them with much iuterest.
They had traveled many thousand miles to see the city of the Ce!Bstial City!"
.
,
Yellow Khan. Success hr.d crowned their efforts.
Certainly the Yellow Khan was a ruler of wealth to be able to keep
But Frank was assured or one thing. It waR not going to be at his city up in auch ,a shape. On the whole, perhaps his aggressive
all an easy matter to get upon good terms with this ~eighty ruler.
spirit might be necesaary to this end •

.
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It could bP reudill' understood with what rapacious avhlity the Jawless tribes or the south would pillage this rich province.
One stone would hardly be left upon another.
On the whole ~here
might be method in the Khan's madness.
And this theory made Frank all tlle more desirous of avoiding personal conOict \vith these people.
It he could only succeed in convincing the Khan that his purpose
was fri endly, thnt he was an alien aild bad no iuterest in making warrare upon him, the Khan mtght be tiLmed.
But he was prone to admit already that this wos a difficult task.
•· By Jove!" he muttered; "I wish I could ha'l"e !:lve minutes'
conversation with tlJe Yellow Khan. Ah, what is thnt?"
Upon the walls or the city there had suddenly appeared a striking
personage.
He was a powerful framed mnn, nod W'l9 dressed in a complete
armor of glittering y('!low-gold undoubtedly.
He carried a gnmt trumpet, which shone brilliantly in ·tiHl sun.
Through this he shoutE>d a Joug command in Hindoo. Frank shook
his head.
" That rlon't count," he said, " for I don't know the language. I
wish be would talk English. ·•
Frank, by way or reply to the golden niPssenger's proclamation,
displayed a white tlag, and even showed himself on the main deck
with han:ls uplifted.
Whether they und erstood this signal of amity or pot Frank could
n<'t soy, but they did not answer it.
The golden herald disapp eared.
Tllen affairs took a new and startling turn.
Suddeply the city gate swung open, and out dashed a battery of
two guns.
Frank g ave an exclamation or dismay. He saw that they were regular tleld pieces, and thut if u shell or solid shot should strike the Fakir all wollld be up.
A squad of well trained gunners were with the pieces. The horees
brought them out at a full gallop.
S~ratght towara the machiue they galloped. Suddenly they halted
on a little eminence. TbH horses and caissons fell back to the rear.
The guns were unlimbered almost before Frank recovered himself.
Then a shell burst twenty yards sl)ort or the Faldr.
_
"Bejabers, Misther Frankl" cried Burney, "t!Jey're aftber gettin' a
'
' line on us! Had we not betther change a bit?"
"As sure as you live!" cried Frank as he sprang to the motor lever.
, He ran the machine out of range.
'£hen a sore temptatiO!I beset him. It would have been an easy
mntter to have ended the fight in his favor.
He had but Lo throw a dynamite bomb at the feet of the gunners.
The battery would be no more.
As it was they co•IId be seen limbering up the guna and coming
again in pursuit. Once more they came within range.
Again l<'rank distanced tllem with the F~kir. But they still kept up
,
the pursuit. ·
Frunk set a course around the city. As fast as the battery came up
he simply moved out of range. This might have puzzled tiJe pursuers
hu<l they not fancied that it was all because or rear.
Had they known of t.heTeal power o! the deadly dynamite gun their
courage might not have been so great.
Fmnk went to rhe last extreme to avoid a conOict. But at lel\gth it
bec:une impos3tble to longer guard against it.
.
Thir Golden City lay upon the banks of a wide river. The Fakir
came to the bunks or this.
These were too steep for it to descend, and Frank saw thr.t they
were cornered. No matter what direction they would take the river
bent in such a way that the Fakir would be at the mercy of the battery.
Frank saw that the crisis had come. It was useless to attempt
to avert il. But now that it had come he was not the one to
shirk.
The two guns were thundering nearer. The gunners realized that
they had the foe entrapped.
There was no help fvr the Fakir save In the silencing of these guns.
It was o question of self-nreservation.
''May your destruction be uponl.our owu beads," muttered Frnnk,
as he sprung to the dynamite gu •
The battery was not two hundred yards away. It had come to a
stand, and the guns wer.e unlimbering. One shot might wreck the
Fakir.
No time was to be lost.
Frank thrust a bomb into the breech. Then he sigbtPd the gun.
He aimed for a point in the ground just between the two cannons.
One moment he ran his eye over the sight. . Then he drew a deep
breath and prepared to fire. The next moment he pressed the d.Jadly
button.
CHAPTER VII.
THE REFUGEE.
THE dynamite gun gave a recoil and a sbnrp bias. The next instant
thflre was a ~hock like that or an enrtbquake.
The tomb had struck fairly between the two guns.
The result ean har<lly be described. The guns themselves were
shotted, and as the bomb exploded it also exploded them.
They were burled from their carriages many yards away. As for
the gunners not one escaped of those at Lhe guns.

A mighty c!lvit'y was blown in the sandy soil. The startled horses
ran away with the caissons.
'l'he Yo.llow Khan's battery was utterly destroyed, and all 1in a
breath. The immense throng which witnessed from the walla or the
city could hardly realize it.
It must have been an astounding surprise to them, for a few moments before the battery bad been having its own way. Fran~ regretted the necessity o! his action exceedingly mncf1.
•
•· BuL it was .a ' q;~estion or self preservation,'' he declared; "it was
their lives or ours!"
" Ba1l cess to thim !" declared Bal'hey~ " it's no more than they de~~~

.

"Golly! I don' fink dat cay kin undahstan' wha' a tlng dis 'lectric
gun ob ours is," said Pomp.
"'l'!Jey have a faint idea now," snit! Frank.
"Begorrn, I hope it wtll be a bit av a lesson to thim," snicl Barney.
For a time the Hindoos seemed completely taken aback by the
catn8trophe. " Whether they had another batttlry or not could not be
gn ~ ssed.

But if they had. it did not appenr. For a time they made no further
move agQ.lnst the Faktr.
Frank took advantage of this to run down near the city walls and
once again show the white fiag. But the Hindoos, if they knew what
it meant, dill not heed it.
They made no friendly overture either, which was aggravating to
Frank Reade, Jr. The young inventor was really exasperated. ·
"Ou my word," he declared, angrily, "I feel just like battering
down their walls lor them, and making them yield a bit or repect."
·
•· Bejabers, it's the only thing that. will bring thim to terms," cried
Barney. "Make t.him show resplct to the American flag."
•• If I thought they would know what it meant, I would," declared Frank.
B!It at this moment the new move of the H.ndoos became apparent. From the city gntes there rushed forth a line of uniformed
men. These carried laddets; behind tl:)em came armed soldiers.
The ladder men spread out as if to surround the Fakir. Their purpose was evidently-' :o, place the ladders against the Fakir while the
armed men clambered aboard.
But they bad not reckoned on severn! small matters.
It had probably not occured to them that to put snit on a bird's
tnil you must first catch him. What woutd.the Faki r ne doiug all
this while?
But they were certainly earnest and sincere in their purpose. Ou
they came in legions.
Frank s ' arted the machine at an oblique angle to the soath, and
then changed to a backward course. He dodged the attacking party
easily.
There was plenty of room in the vicinity, and the dodging game
could be kept up indetlnitely.
Frank followed out this programme uutil the Hiudoos were ready to
drop with exhaustiun.
Aud yAt ~e exnsper.ating machine kept just out of their reach.
'fhey were furious but impntient.
There is a limit to human endurance, and finally the game or tag,
for such it was, bad to be abandoned. Again the Hiodoos were
defeated..
.
What the emotions of the Yellow Khan were could only be guessed.
But it was judged that he must be a very angry mall.
He had lost his battery and his best gunners. The elusive Fakir
-.vas yet before his city walls.
·
Moreover, it possesed n. .gun the most deadly destructive ever seen
or known in t!Jat part of the world. All these things were dismaying.

But the K!tan was evidently not a whit discouraged or tnk~n aback.
He mnde no show whatever or treating with the invaders. He yet
e,howed his fangs like a maddened wolf.
In vain Frank showed the white tlag and tried to make peacQfUI
overtures. They were not heeded.
Frank was now sorely puzzled what course to p:1rsne. The day was
drawing ton close and nothing had been gained in the attempt to
bring th~> Khan to terms.
Of course Frank tad used no very vigorous method. He was determiued not to do this until later.
Darkness was fast shutting down so Frank moved the machine to a .
commanding eminence and here prepared to spend the night.
Tl\e Hindoos seemed to have abandoned the hattie for the night.
B1:t a great hubbub could be heard in the city.
Great tires blazed upon the walla and it. was evident that they meant
to be prepared for an attack. Barney turned the search-light ~pon
·the Golden City when it became dark enough.
The effect was thrilling and beautiful in the extreme. The fires of
the public places looked dull and yellow compared with the white
glare.
For hours our voyagers sat ont on the upper deck, smoked their
cigars, and enjoyed the balmy air and enlivening scene. It was
near midnight, when suddenly Burney clutched Frank's arm.
" lllither av Moses!'' h9 muttered; •• phwatlver is that!"
•• W!lat?" asked the young inventor.
" Wud yez look down yonder ferninst that pile av sthones!"
Frank screened his eyes and gazed in the direction indicated.
Cer~ainly in the shadow there was a dark form which was moving
about strangely.
"Begorra," muttered Barney, "I'll soon fix the spalpeen!"
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He picked up his rifle; but Frunk said instantly:
The Bindoos made no attempt to allack the machine that night. In
fact, they were wholly 2t a loss to know how they were to be rid of
" No-don't fi re!"
their
unconquerable foe •
. " Ph wy not, sir?"
Tire \rut.h was, there was something almost like a panic in the City
" It may not be a fne."
In th at dim light Frank could see tha~ the form or a man stand- of Gold. Fr?r once the Yellow Khan was at his wit's en:l for a device
to get rid 01 a troublesome visitor.
ina t here was making gesticulations with his arms.
T he next moment be advanced iuto the circle of eleP.tric light
When the sun burst once more upon the gilded roofs of the Khan's
city, it revealed a stale of turbulent unrest and anxiety.
and toward the Fakir.
But this was not the case aboard the Fakir.
Frank was interested.
"Look out, sor!" cautioned Barney, "it may be a thrick!"
Barton carne on deck greatly refreshed, and dressed in one or Frank
"We'll see!" muttered the young inventor, grimly. Tl.en he ad- Reade, Jr.'s suits.
" I can hardly realize,'' be said, with tears welling from his eyes,
.
vanced to tbtl rail and called:
" Ho there! Who are you? Speak or we will tire!''
"tbat 1 have at last SC'lpeli from that awful captivity; this is a happy
hour for mel"
,
The unkpown threw himself flat on the ground and replied in good
"Then you think it is .quite impossible to make peace with the
Euglish:
" I am an Englishman like yourselves. For the love of Heaven, Khan?" asked Frank.
Barton nodded.
take me aboard with you. I will explain all!"
"I do not believe you can treat success!olly with ·him," be said;
"C·>me along!" cried Frank, readily; "bow in the world did you
g<lt into this part of th~ country?"
' "in my opinion the only way to bring him to terms is to show him
•
Tile next moment up to the side of the Fakir came a man, whose ttat you can and will destroy his citv."
"You speak the Hindoo tongue?'' asked Frank.
skin was as dark a! that of the Hindoos, but whose filatures be- ·
"I do."
.
trnyed that be was as be said, an Englishman or Huzaar. . ·
He \'tas intensely pale and excited, and looked about him with
" Tbut is good. Perhaps you would kindly act as interpreter in case
the necessity arose!''
curiosity and vague doubt.
"Am I dreaming or is this the truth?'' be gasped; "is it possible
"Certaiuly I would."
th at I am once more in the company of my •J Wil kiud. What wonBarton now described the Khan's palace and his mode of living.
derful traveling coach is this tb at you have! Ah, can it be true ?" It was like a story from ancient legends.
" What you see is true," declared Frank; "but you can und erstand
The Khan was possessed of fully three hundred wives-the flower
or his kingdom.
.
that we are somewhat curious to know who and what you are?"
" Who am If'' said the refugee, with a shiver. " "Ah, for the lust
His royal stables were filled with bloodeJ horses, tine camels and
eight years I have been a slave in th at accursed city of whi te and trained elephants.
He ,. ...s bimself surrounded by a guhrd of the best figbting n:en
g old. I am tht> only white man I reckon whom these pirates ha-ve
ever sufferPd to pass iu and out of those gates alive.
in India. His treasure vaults were tilled with gold and sitver.
" I was captured in a strange way. I was one of a prospecting party 1 In appearance the Khan was a most imposing man. Be ' Was
from Dalhi. We got into these mountains and made a rich find. Bnt taller th a::1 the average Hindoo, and of a more yellow complexion • .
before we could get out with our gold the fiend s d escend ~ tl upon us Htl claimed to be a Son of the Yellow Sun, but tradition asserted
and I was tM only survivor. What prompted th em to spare my life that be was a native of far Mongolia, and not in any ·respect a HinI know not, but I was brought down here anti made a slave of.
doo.
" There is g reat excitement beyond t hose walls just now. They
However this was, he was a rul er in every sense of 'he term-a
are not sure wl;at the ba:ed Buzanrs will do next. I managed to powerful deEpot and a ty rant. Mnny a po,o r wretch had lost his
scale the wall and !!et out here. · I felt sure that if I could reach bead lor tb11 slightest question of the Khan's orders.
you that you would givE!' me aid to reach home and fri enrls again.
That people liked their sallow kin~ was hardly likely. No tyrant
" My name is Samuel Barton, and my home is in Kent, England. is ever beloved by their subjects. Osro, the Yellow Khan, ruled by
I th row myself upon your mercy!''
fear, and consequently, in many cases, won the hatred nf those
Frank held out IJis IJan<l.
whom he oppressed.
" My good ma n,'' he cried, "you are mere than welcome here!
"Despots are capricious," said Barton, "but I have never seen a
OI course we will ~ ive you all lhtl aid in our pOW9rl"
despot to compare with Yellow Osro."
" God bless you!'' cried Barton, with much e rr.otion.
"But in time he must come to terms with . some other race," said
" Were you the onl y white man enslaved in that city?"
Frank. "India is opening up and the people will have to open inter"I was," replied Barton. "Ah, I cannot tell you all I have sur - course with neighboring tribes or run the risk of conquest."
"That will be the fate of this kingdom," said Barton.
"Yon
fered in the last eight yeard! But, pardon me. May I ask bow you
c hanced to come into this barbarous region!"
will see t.bat with the passing away of the Yellow Kh!!D, this treas"Uertuinl y," replied Frank; "we are here for exploration and ad- ure valley will fall into the hands of those who will work it for the
venture. We nre not Englishmen as you supposeLI.''
rest or the world. There is no other such El Dorado on earth.''
There was certainly logic in Barton's words, and Frank did not
"Ah!" exclaimed Barton . in surprise.
"No; we are Am ericans.
My name is Frank Read e, Jr., and dispute it. But at this moment a new move was made by the Hinthese are Barney ami Pomp, my good friends ."
doos.
.
On the wall of tbe city app1mred the same trumpeter or herald,
Th~> refugee bowed low, and Sllld:
"Tbis is ul! very surprising to me. But tben1"-only an American who bad appeared the day before.
could have · invented and perfected such a remarkable traveling _ He again madtl a loud proclamation· which Frank could not un•
derstand. But there was one on board now who did. ·
coach. Is steam the motive power?"
Barton listened eagerly and said:
··
" .No," replied Frank, " it is electricity. But let me show you some
" He announces that the Kahn is willing to p~y you a sum in gold
of t he peculiari ties of the Fakir."
to leave this valley and never return."
"I aha!! be glad!" said Barton.
Frank proceeded to show th·e refugee the various mechanical parts
" Reply to him,'' said Frank. " And tell ~im that we do not seek
of the Fakir. He was eo intensely interested that, he forgot his fatigue to do harm in his domains. Our visit is a friendly one, and we beg
the honor of his acquaint'lnce and entertainment. We will visit him
and exhaustion.
" It is wonderful,'' he ~ried. " And it is with that electric gun that at his palace, if he wishes, and pay him our reMpects. Theu we will
go peacefully on our way and leave him to his own devices.'' .
you destroyed the Khan's battery?"
Barton communicated this to the herald. The latter disappeareo,
" I did!" replied Frank.
"By Jove! if you had the greed of a Cortez now, here would be a no doullt to carry tl;e word to the Khan.
chance for you. For you could conquer this whole city, and I promise
"No use!'' said the Engliahmau, shaking his ht!ad; "the Yellow
you that there is we1ilth enough in it to buy a European kingdom. Khan will not accede to such terms.''
" Well,'' said Frar.k, "of course, if we must pass him by, ·we will.
Wby, some of these natives eat theit porridge !rom plates of solid gold.
The Yellow Khan rolls in gold and precious stones. His private mines I do not intend to force him to come to terms of friendship. Such
a thing would be farcial and wrong. If be positively refuses to treat
in these mountains must be the richest on earth."
wit.b us, we will t::.ke a look over the valle-y 'llnd t.hell striKe for
Frank smiled, and replied:
" But my purpose is not of conqnest. I want to learn all that I can Central Asia nnd the Steppes.''
Some time elapsed bPfore the herald appeared again. Thea it was
about this Yellow Khan. You shall tell me all about him."
Barton's turn to be surprised.
The herald proclaimed:
CHAPTER VIII.
" His nohle an:! exalted majesty the Khan sends greeting and acA 'fREAl'Y.
cepts J,be friendly terms of the Buzaars. They may enter .th11 city by
"THAT I will," replied Barton readiiJt ; " and it will sound to you the nearest gate at high noon, and Osro, Dust of the FeeL of the Most
High, will receive them at his palace."
like a story of the • Arabian Nights.'"
Literally translated by Barton this was the messn:re returned b)' the
"But not to-night," said Frank generously; "you are much exhausted. Pomp will give you some food and wine, and to-morrow Kb ,m. Frank at once made a ceren:onious reply. · Then he turtied to
Barton, and said triumphantly:
.
you shall tell me all."
•
"What did I tell you! We have woo. He bas come to my terms.
Barton was overwhelmed. 1
.
"Ah, you are indeed kind I" be cried. "I may be able to repay you, The Yellow Khan is not unapproachable."
Barton was very pale.
Food and sleep will give me back my strength, and then I will help
" It is an unusual thing," be sahl; "he never did such a thing be· '
you tight these barbarians to the death.''
Pomp set forth a goodly repast lor the refugee. He ate it with lure. There is something wrong. Look ouL for treachery."
"Pshaw!''
avidity, and then turned in. His sleep that night was sound.
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"Well, mark my wor!). Again it will not be safe for me to go with·
you."
"Not Aa!e!" ejaculated Frank.
·
"Nnl"
"And why not., pray!"
"They will recognize me and demand that you give me up ns a
slave. However, I can secrete myself out ber'e and wait for your return."
Frank was dismayed.
"I don't like that," he said.
We shall have no interpreter."
"I am sorry," replied Barton;. "but it will certainly mean death
to me.''
"It seems to me that you might as well remain in biding on board
the Fakir,'' said Frank. "Ah, I lJave it!"
." What!"
"You shall wear a disguise. With a beard nnd different clothes
they would never know you."
"I never thought of that," muttAred Barton; "it 18 a good scheme,
and I believe it would work. The KlJuu would not know me, for it is
doubtful i! be ever saw me."
So the matter was settled. No time was lo~t in getting ready for
the meeting with the KlJan. Frank had everything made ship·shape
aboard the Fakir.
At the appointed hour or noon thfl machine ran down to the city
gnte. A row of gayly uniformed 6Uar<ls was th ere stationed.
As the Fakir ran through the gate they &alutetl, and once within the
gate a mounted guard awaited and rode in advance t(J lead the w'.ay.
The street was lined with the Hmdoo solliiere!j and Frank was sur·
prised at the size and efficiency or the Khan's army. The people
crowded the !:ouse tops and windows.
I t was a remarkable scene to gaze upon, and it made due impression upo.n the adventurers •• Truly this reception by tlJe Yellow
Khan well r Pll!li them for the trip.
Gypsy bands' played gayly and the scene was an enlivening one.
Greater honor could scarce be done any visitors.
Frank and B'•rton stood on the forward platform, the Iutter very
.cleverly disguised. Barney and Pomp were in the pilot house.
Through the main street of the Khan 's City rolled the Fakir. Soon ,
the great palace was seen just ahead.
This was a remarkable edifice. Built or the polishetl white stone, it
was lined and corniced with gilt, There were many streamers and
flags displayed from its many balconies.
And a great entrance was seen just ahead, on either side o! which
a line or gilt uoiforiLed guards were placed. To rough this entrance the
Fakir was di,·ectecl.
And once beyond tbe great arch, a wonderful scene was presented.
Tbey were in a mammoth courtyard with great balconies about it,
In which were hundreds of beautiful Hiodoo ladies and gilt uniformed
men. But just opposite the errtrance was a great dais and canopy of
rich cloth of gold.
Beneath this Sllt tbe remarkable man known as the Yellow Khan.
One glance at him was sufficient to hear out this assertion.
He was a man of large frame and commanding appearance. His
features were bold but not unhandsome, though the cut or his mo:xth
impressed on'e that he might be cruel.
His complexion was more yellow than that or the average Mongolian, yet it seemed no indication of unheulth. His eyes were keen
and bright, and his general appearance 1\ing-like in the extreme.
.
The Fakir came to a halt in the center of the courtyard. A number
of attendants ran forward ar.d laid a long roll or gilL cloth for the
vi~itors to walk upon. Frank and Barton descended from the deck.
It was not unlikely that the latter was much ill at ease. But he was
careful not to show it.
Two gilded pae:es led the way to the foot or the throne and fell np·
)In their faces. The two visitors made a low obeisance.
Then the Khan spoke to .one of lJis noblemen w!Jo stood by him, and
this fellow acted as spokesman.
"Th e K han bas bidden me to say that you are welcome to his city,"
enid he.
Barton made a low bow and communicated this to Frank. Then he
arrswered:
,
"The great Yankee traveler from the 1(\nds o! the far West yields
his best wishes to the Khan, and thanks him· for his ceremony and
hospitality."
•
.
This declaration seemed to puzzle and interes•. the Kbnn.
"The Khan never before heard or the people called Ynnkee," was
the next word. "A~e J' ~ U n,ot H~zaars!"
~
"We are not Enghstrmeu, 'replied Barton, "but Yankees from the
far land of America."
The Khan pondered a moment. Then his yellow face lit up.
"Ah, yes~·· was tl.le rAply; "I have heard. o! the strange country
called Amenca. D1d you come from there With your horseless chariot?''
CHAPTER . IX.
THE KHAN'S TREACHERY.
BARTON made reply thnt they !;ad come all the way from America
'cross the l:;reat waters to see the Yellow Khun and pay respects to
~m.

.

This seemed to Batter the yellow ruler. He had heard or the great
seas, but bad never seen them. His next declaration was a start,ling
one• .

I"

1

The lhan has a large sum or gold which he will give the Yank.ees
f~Jr their horseless ch~>riot."
This was an awkward request. J?or a moment Frank's diplomacy
failed. Then a thought came to him.
" It is contrary to the laws for the Yankee sahib to sell his chariot,''
replied Barton; "but be will be glad to giv11 tte Khan a ride 1n it."
Tuis, however, did not suit the Khan. He frowned and spoke sharp
words to his spokesman. T11e next query was a blunt one. ·
" Why did the Yunkees fire upon and desttoy the two cannon belonging to the Kuhn?''
Frank's reply was shatp and dignified.
"For the fact that the gunners were firing at the Yankees and
meant to destroy them.''
'
"The Yankees were intruding upon the Khan's own Iandi" was the
excuse.
1
"They came to pay a friendly visit, but were received like foes,''
wa~ Frank's reply•; ·• the Yankees regret the afl'air, but it was In eelf·
defense!"
At this juncture Frank grew ill at e .. se, and whispered to Barton.:
" Do you think there is any possi!Jility or ~reachery !Jere!"
~'
The Englishman shrugged his shoulders.
" We bad better keep our eyes open," he whispered, in reply.
Frank's eyea llusbed.
It angered him to think that the Khan could plan and execute anything so treacherous as decoying the travelers into the city for the
purpose of capturing them. This was not yet proven, but i! such a
thing was nttempte<l, Frank assured himself that he would blow the
Khan and his palace to perdition.
In a few moments tlJe Khan's spokeaman again came forward.
"The Khan announces tlJat it is his pleaoure that the Yankees
shall sell tlHlir char.ot to him.''
Barton made reply:
"The Yankee traveler respectfully makes reply to the Most High
Khan that he cannot comply with h1s request."
This reply, courteous though it was, lntlamed the Khan, and he
partly rose from his throne and shook his jeweled scimet.e r. Agaio
the spokesman 8aid:
•• The Khan d"clares that the Yankee must sell his chariot, or it
shall become his under the law which forbids any but a Ilindoo to
enter the Kban's city.''
.
Frank saw in an instant tbilt matters had reached a crisis.
There was no other way but to temporize.
They were at the moment in a critical posi tion. Should they attempt retreat precipitately to the Fakir, an order from the KlJao
might cut them down.
So the young inventor pretended to yield.
"As ·it is tbe Khan's pleasure,'' said Burton, "the Yankee trav·
eler will communicate ·with his fellow travelers and send word imme·
diately buck of their decision."
At first this reply seemed to please the dignitary, for it seemed to
him that the travelers were yieldin~. He nodded hie head cheerfully, .and Frank and Barton started back toward the Fakir.
But a sudtlen thought most have come to the Khan, for thry had
not taken two steps wlJen up he sprang with a sharp cry.
Instantly two janizaries with drawn scimeters sprang in front o!
Frank and Barton. They !lashed the blades before the adventurers
For a moment Frank thought all wa~ lost.
But at that mom~nt he gl~nced up at the pilot bouse window.
He saw Barney and Pomp there with rifles ready· to use.
That the two swordsmen had orders to finish Frank and Barton
there was no doubt. One made a vicious blow at Frank.
Had it struck the young inventor it would haVA cut him in two.
But he dod,.ed it by tlJe best or luck. AL the same moment be
made a sign~! to Barney. and Pomp. ..
Crack-ack! ·
The two rifles ·Spoke .just in time. Barton would have been hewn
to pieces in a moment but for that.
Frank clutched his arm and sprang for the steps. The two janiza.
ries had !allen dead.
"Quicld" cried Frank. "Our lives depend 11pon it!''
What followed bullies description.
Ballets whistled past tlJe two· wbi te men. But they gamed the c~~;bin
of the Fakir.
The whole court-yard surged with armed men, obeying the Khan's
orders to seize the Fakir and butcher the travelers.
Frank was never so mad in his life. If there was anything on earth,
he abhorred it was treachery.
The Khan bad proved himself a most dishonor·able wretch. No fate
could be too bad for him.
The young inventor f11lt justified in destroying him and his city. It
would he just. retaliation.
"I'll give !.Jim a good lesson!" he muttered. ''Are the doors tight,
Burney?''
" Aye, aye, eor!"
"Give it to the wretches with your Winchesters then! Clear a way
out of this place and then wt>'ll teach thtJ'm a lesson!"
It was a terribly exciting moment. •
Frank sprung to the keyboard and swnng the Fakir around. In doing so he cruslied into n great throng or Hiodoos.
For a moment it seemed as if progress was barred.'
The Khan's soldiers fought like demons. They sprung over the rail
rmli tried to batter down the windows and doors. They even clutched
at the wheels to bold the vehicle stationary.
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But the engines were too powerful. Frnnk pressed on a spring
which threw out the keen knives ou the hubs. Tllese cut the wretclles
down like wheat under the Bickle.
Forward dashed the machine. Frank's purpose was to get outside
where he-could use the electric gun without nny danger of the builtliug
fulling on him.
Into the narrow passage the Fakir forcetl its way. the Hindoos,
yelling furiously and tiring volleys at the machine, could not seem to
%tuy it.
·
Through the passage it cruslled its way. Now it was in the open
square. The scpreme moment had come.
In his rnge at his maltreatment Frank coultl have annilliluted the
whole gang of then:. He sprung to the electric gun.
Be signaletl out the soldiers in the mob and fired n bomb amongst
them. In an instant a space was cleared r.bont the Fakir.
"Now, my treacherous friend!" crie1 Fran&; "down comes your
house about your ears!"
He turned tile gun full at the beautiful palace. For one instant pnly
did he feel compunction.
Tllen he acted.
Straight at the great dome he sent a bomb. It struck it full and
fair.
If an enrthquake had shaken the building greater damage could not
hnve been done.
A great hole was blown in the gilded roof and down cnme a section
of Lhe dome, wbile the entire structure was shaken.
Oat of the windows and doors and down from balconies pour&tl the
people. Whether the Khan was among tberl! or not could only be
guessed.
Frank bad no desire of mnking human slaughter; so he waited until
a large part of the people were out of th e structure.
Then he drove another bomb at the dome. This time it fell down
through the roof with a crash. Another bomll at t~e portico blew
that down in a heap.
The palace covered fully two acres of ground, but Frank kept hurling the bombs at it until it, with all its Oriente! furnishings, was but
a heap of ruins.
Tlle Hiudoos, appalled at such deadly work, fieri from the vicinity.
They congregated on the city walls about, and were praying to
Brahma devoutly that the terrible Yan Kees would not destroy the
whole city.
What bud become of t' e Khan it was not easy to say. That he
must have reahzad that ue bad caught a Tartur goes without sa-yina.
Frank, however, did not curry out his pla!l of retalintioa further.
Be was content with having destroyed the Khan's palace. Now he
coultl afford to await events.
B:uton was amazed at the awful power of the dynamite gun.
"Wby, there is no buttery of guns on earth that could be compnred
with it,'' he said. " It would wllip the strongest army in the twinkling
of an eye." .
"W')ii," said Frank, with conviction, "it would require plucky
and a trong body of men to stand up before it. I do not fear a much
larger army than the Khan's so long as they do not have artillery."
" What will you do nowT'' asked Barton. "Shall we say adieu to
the Khan?"
"By no means," said Frnnk stubbornly. "I mean to bring his
highness to a state of submission first. I will give him a good tanninrr."
1
,:"You are no doubt justified," agreed Barton; "but will there be
much satisfaction in that!"
"Yes!" -cried Frank resolu tely. "He is a despot unci a ,barbarian.
It will do me good to humbl e him."
"You have already done that."
" Ah, but be has not bad enough!"
And Frank stuck to his resolve. He kept the Fakir on the spot by
the rnined palace while the shades of night began to fail.
Tile search-light's glare lit up the ruins. Yet tlle Hmdoos kept their
distance, nor ventured near the feared Fakir.
It was hurd to imagine what must have been the Kahn's state
of mind. He bad certainly been piin.lsbed most terribly for bis
treachery.
That he ha<i deserved the punishment there was no manner of
doubt.
It was a scurvy trick which be bad tried to play.
To entice the travelers into th'l city on pretentions of friendship,
and thea to try and destroy them was the very meanest kiuLI of a
.game.
" We will see!" muttered FranK, who now ll•oroughly despised the
Hindoo deapo t. "Osro, the Yellow Kahn, will find that when he
tackles the Yankees and tries his cut-throat games on them, he
has struck the wrpng sort of p aople. I have not done with him
yeti"

ll

This was revolting and horrible. But the night finally passed and
the sun once more appeared.
Just before dawn the people had grown very quiet. Perhaps the
•
·
Khan was coming to his senses.
This seemed a literal fact when a. white robed emissary appeared in
the sq,u are before the Fakir with a white fiag and gestures of amity.
As he drew near, Barton hailed him.
"Well, sahib!" he cried. "What message do you bring!"
" I come from the Great Khan!" was the reply; " be sends greet- .
ing and wishes to meet his brothers from beyond the great· waters I
again, in peace and friendship!"
"Go back and tell him," said Barton, as dictated by Frank, "that
if be means that, to co111e down here into this square witl his own
body~uarll, no more, and we Will talk!"
'l'be emissary departed.
'
•
In a very short time the jingling music of a •Hindoo band wns heard,.
and then a cavalcade was seen.
In the middle of it rode the "Kahn.' He was mounted .upon a higlli
stepping horse, led by two armed men.
When with1n speaking distance the Kahn's party halted. The Hindoo ruler looked weary and worn, if not actually frightened as he rode
forward.
,
His emissary shouted:
"Toe Kuhn begs that the terrible Yankee with hill mighty gun will
depart from this country and never retum. He does uot ask his friendship or bis hate!"
"That is a reasonable request," replied Fmnk. "And the Yankee
traveler will comply witll it, if tile Yellow Kahn will apologize for his
treacherous game of yesterday."
In response- to this the Kbnn made a very humble apology, and rllquested the Yankee traveit>r to depart by tbb north gate. To this
Frank agreed.
"The north gatt>," he muttered. "That must be straight up this
main street. Well, we have done with the Yellow Khan. Now for
the Steppes, a slide through Europe. and home.''
" Goodi'' cried Barton. • " I shall be glad to see dear old Englund!"
The Fakir moved away down the main street toward the north gate.
The street was deserted.
As ·the machine drew near tl•e gate Frank saw that it was wide
open anll not a soul near it.
As the Fakir ran toward it there was in Frank's mind just the fuibtest suspicion tbut ail was not right; but yet be nev~r dreamed of
treachery again so soon_
But the Fakir bad just reaciled the gate when Barton saw a flush of
fire at the left.
He instantly gnve a shout as be recognized it.
"A fuse!" he cried; "forward, quickly, or we will be blown into
eternity.''
•
Too late!
There was a stunning shock, a roar and crash, and the li'akir was
lifted and dashed against the arch or tile gateway. It seemad as if
everything about was going to destruction.
It was a treacherous and unexpected game of the Kh!lD to destroy
the machine. A mine of gunpowder hnd been laid under tile gateway.
But for some renson it was nt>t nltogetber a success. The stone
pavement bad been hurled upward, and the pillars of the gateway were
shattered.
·
But the Fakir did not gPt the full force of the explosion fortunately.
'l'here was sullicient shock, however, 10 throw the machine upon its
side in the gnteway.
Everyone on board was for a few moments stunned and unable t()
act; when they recovered tiley picked themselves up from various
corners. Frank Reade, Jr., was the first to act.
He crawled out of the cabin door and took a quick look about.
He saw how affairs stood at once.
Instantly he shouted loudly:
" Burney and Pomp, come quick! All depends upon getting this
vehicle righted."
Frank dropped down to the shattered pavement. Smoke in den11e
clouds was all about.
But the young inventor knew ~here waR no time to lo&e. 'l'he Hindoos would be on the spot as quickly as that smoke cleared.
Barney and Porn p henrd the cal:, and it is need le3a to say that they
,
·
-,
were quick to. answer. Barton also followed them.
"Heald is, Marse Frank!'' shouted the coon. "Yo say de wo d
wha' we mus' do!''
" Catch bold here, all of you, and right the machine!" cried Frank•
.
" Lively now!"
All took bold of the running gear of the ;Fakir. It was no light
matter to place that heavy -rebicie again upon its level. But the voyagers were desperate and lifted like heroes.
Up, up went the Fakir. One tremendous strain and over she went,
right side up.
The smoke had lifted and a hubbub of voices was heard up tile street
,CHAPTER X.
of the city. The Hindoos were coming.
.
THE KXPLOSION,
The Yellow Khan no douht expected to see the invnder of his tJoTHE night seemed interminable in length, yet it was not wholly de- · maine blown to atoms. He was much astonished as were his followers to see that this was not the case.
void of interest.
They halted in sheer dismay. There was the Fakir right sitle up in
The Hindoos gathered upon the city walls and distant bouse tops
'
and chanted weirdly iu an inv.ocalion to their gods to destroy their the gateway.
But it could ·not be said that she was not damaged. T.ile shock hnll
,dreaded foe.
.
The priests built great bo::~fires, and in one locality onr adveQturers beeo a tremendous one.
Tlie glass in the pilot house and all the windows, though or heaviest.
became assured that tlley were offering up human sacrifices.
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plate, was shattered. But the bullet proof screens, of course, ye t prot ectetl them.
.
There were great dents and rugg<·d gaps in her metal sheathing.
Her guard rails were w many place~ shattered.
And her interior was a total wreck. Almost everything brEakable
was pile<.! up in heaps. Frank went to the l•eybourd aud tried the
keys. 'l'o his dismay he found tbut they refused to work.
This was evidence that the machinery was damaged.
The Fakir could not be made to move in any direction. It was a
critical ai1d somewhat disheartening situation.
" We are stuck!" declared the vouug inventor. "It will not be
easy fOI- US to get OUt Of til is scrape."
" It ie plain that tl!e Khan did not profit by his lesson," said Barlou.
·
,
•· That is true,'' said Frank, g~imly. " I will square accounts with
him. But it is not at all impossible but that he has the best of us.
We are badly crippled. We must make all preparations for a bard
light."
Frank went down into the engine-room. He saw at a glance that
tile machinery, if not absolutely beyond rEpair, would need much time
and work to again restore.
Barney and Pomp were doing some tall hustling to get things to
rights again aboard the Fakir. Evt~rything bad received a fearful
shaking up.
Meanwhile the Hindoos harl been hove:iug about at a safe distance,
a ud wondenug iC their foe was crippletl. This fact Frank knew well
could not be long kept from them .
ll behooved the adventurers to put things in a defensible shape just
as quickly as possible. Frank now went out and inspected the electric
~1111.

'l'his, to his gratification, he found to be all right. He placed a bomb
in the oreecb and adju.s tP.d it to command the street beyond, for !Je
was uot sure at what moment the fo\l would attack the machine.
And it was better w be ready. He could see the Kahn's soldiers
mass1·ng in the side streets.
. Then Frank went back to the engine-room. He placed Pomp and
B:;rton on guard, and with Baruey to assist him .at once went to work
repairing the engines.
He speedily found that the damage co'usistecl merely of a divarrange .
ment of the par t~ . and that perhaps four cr five hours of hard work
wouh;l make the Fakir all right again.
It is needless to say that the young inventor made baste. The position of the Fuldr was not a safe one.
But they had not been at work half au hour when the sound of firing
was heard above.
'l'he Hindoos had come to the attacl;, Pomp and Barton had opened fire upon them with tbeir Wiuchesters. In a moment Frank was
011 dec!<.
A solid mass of the Hindoo soldi ers were coming on the charge down
th e street. '.!'ruly the Yellow K li an was a persjsteut fighte1·.
Fmnl; went to the electric gun. He 110w faced a moat unwelcome
necessity.
Th e uiking of human life was not at all to his liking. · H e gazed at
the oncoming mass or men. One of his bombs would doubtless destroy a score of human lives.
He shudd ered null felt much averse to lbe contingency. But he shut
hi" eyes and pressed the button.
It was a matt9r of self-preservation. The bomb struck full in ~he
front rank. It exploded with terrific etf~ ct.
Fo1· a mom ent the column staggHred. Tllen it came on again.
Trul y these Hindoos were ~ifte d with pluck.
F rank wondered at their persisteuce. But there was no time to
lose. The foe must be repulsed at once.
Again be placed a bomb ir1 the tJ;·eecll. Four times he fired.
There wus a great windrow of dead aml wounded across the street.
Human nerve could stand no more of such a ttring as this.
So the Hindoos wavered and then brokd. Tbey fell tmak in utter
-eonfnsior., followed by the bombs. In a few seconds the street was
clear.
Wllut was to be done now? 'l'he Americans had certainly won the
fi rs t wund. Would the Hmdoos venture to make another attack?
'l'hey di(\ not at once. They retired to a safe distance and the Fakir
was once more master of the field. Frank went back to his work in
the engine room.
But be had not been there long when again a warning cry brouaht
0
him to the deck. The Hindoos had hit upon a new line of attack.
It wus one also which threatened the safety of the Faldr. Frank
saw that all his ingenuity must be devised to offset it.
But be set to
work at this in his usual stoical, determined manner.
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CHAPTER XI.
THE GREAT GOLD MINE.

THE new method of attack devi~ed by tt.e Hindoos was unique and
unusual.
At the right of the gate there was u steep hill. This rose to a height
or a full hundred yards. The swarthy cutthroats bad selected a posi.
tion up there which overlooked the position of the Fakir.
It waa easy for them to congregate here, with a number of powder
e:;sks. The street was paved with smooth stone and the machine was
ril!ht ut the foot of it.
The diabolical plan of the Hindoos was to plPce fuses in these pow.
der casks and then let them roll down and collide with the macbiue .
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Of co11rse the fuse would quick:y uischarg:e the powder, and one ex!Jlo,iou would seem sufficient to blow the Fakir into atoms.
Barton turned ghas tly pale.
"My soul! We are doomed!" he cried. "We can never bope to
survive one of those olXplosiuus."
" We must nvert them!" said Frank.
., How!"
" There is one way only. We must kill fire witl! fire!"
Saying which the young inventor sprang to the dynamite gun. He
had just time to pUce a bomb when be sa1 tlle first cask with fuse
lighte d coming down the llill.
The methou employtd by Frank to baflle the plans of the Hiudoos
was as unique as theirs was to destroy him.
His nerves were steel. He knew that all depended upon his accuracy of aim.
l! he missed the mark then all was lost. Death would be sure and •
quick.
The. cask had got well started and was coming full tilt. Frank
sighted quickly. His Joe fear was of overshoot.wg the mark.
If he could throw the bomb even a dozen feet 111 front of the cask he
woulu explode it, and the peril would be averted. s .. he aimed sllorl.
The boml.t struck just where he wanted it to. The result was a surprise t o the Hindoos.
'l'here was a fearful roar, and the cask exploded with the bomb. A
great cavity was blown into the pavements. Anot11er crasll was com·
iug, howevc~. and Frank tired again.
Another still came bounding down; th9 baflled Hiudoos were bound
to go to tile extent of their resources.
Again and again the bombs met tue casks. Presently Frank had
no ueed ol intercepting tllem.
For the mighty cavity in the street did this• . They simply roi!P.d
into it and explo~ed tllere, tearing the hole deeper into the hill. The
Himloos' clever sclleme had fail ed.
Burton had wutclled all with dilated eyes. He could hardly believe
bls senses.
•· Great· guns!" he exclaime<: ; "that is the greates t tri ck I ever saw
done. These Ltlooming idiots are no match for you, Mr. Re ad ~ !"
"I urn not sure of tllat," said Frank, witll a smile. " Wait and
see what they will derise next .."
Frank bad diso elled the gang from the hill with a coupl e of bombs.
As tll ~ coas t was now clear once more, he went back to his work.
T.be Yellow Khan must, by tltis tin\e, have deemeL! the travelers utterly invincible. Every scheme be had tried against them had
failed.
Frank and Bumey wo<k ed like Trojans for the next two hours to
get the machinery 111 order. The Hindoos refrained from auother
attack.
Pt ece by piece t11e machinery was put together. The Fakir was
rapidly getting !.lack into condition for travel.
IL was near the close of the clay when Frank drove the last rivet,
and cried:
·
" We are all right once more. Now we can laugh a ~ our fo es!''
H e sprung to the keyboard and pressed the moto r button. The machine rolled forward easily. Sl!e responded to every c:.ll.
The voyagers were so delighted t.bat they could not llelp a rouding
ch eer. It was, indeed, a victory.
'l'IJ e Hindoos kept sullen silence. Few of them werA in sight. Frank
had no idea what the Kahn's plan was until Barton exclaitJJed:
"By Jove! Do yo11 !mow what they are doing?''
'' W11at!'' asked Frank.
" Dig-ging a tunnel under us. They mean to undermine us."
The Englishman pointed to a ~pot just a few yards :Jutside the city
walls.
A line of native~ were carrying dirt in hand ·barrows from a cavity
in tile ground. There wa~ no doubt but that Barton was right.
" Whew!" exclaimed Frank; " that would be serious lor us orclin.
arily; ·but I think we can laugh at it now."
With which he ran the Fakir outside the city walls. The workmen
dropped their burrows and fled. They saw that D.gain their plan was
a failure.
Frank looked back at the Hindoo city. ~e yet felt wrathful toward
the Kha.u.
But, on the whole, he believed that he had done the place damage
enough.
He llad wrecked the fine palace and killed a large number of the
foe. He was inclined to be satisfied.
" Osro is a churlish and treacherons villain," he declared. " Let
him live here iu his owu way. We have no further use for him."
"That is the proper way to look at it," agreed :Bar; on; "there
would he very little satisfactK>u in utterly destroying these people!''
" I do not propose to do it," said Frank; " but-now where!''
Barton looked eagerly at Frank.
" I have a plan!'' he said.
" What?"
" Why not visit the Khan's great gold mine np in yonder mountain
pass, even if we levied a shght tribute upon it. I can see no
harm!"
" It shall be so!" cried Frank. "Go to the wheel, Barney. Will
you act as guide, Mr. Barton?"
"Certainly!"
Away bowled the Fakir, leaving the Golden City and the supersti·
tious and clannish Osro, the Yellow Klla11 and his people far behind.
Frank want into the cabm to do some•writin".
When nightfall came the Fakir was at the "base or the mountains.
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CHAPTER XII.
From a sightly spur the voyagers could look back and aee the Golden
City. ·
WHICH ENDS THE TALE.
And they saw that it was all ablaze with light. It was easy to nn·
deratand what was going on there.
WE will now take the reader over a period of tbree ,days. During
Beyond a doubt the heatbenisb priests were holding sacrifices in the all this time the Fakir had been traveling southward In the direction
•temples for . tbelr deliverance from the tarrible foe. Frank regarded of Luck now.
the scene with Interest.
The northern trip to the Steppns hall perforce been abandoned.
" I don't see how the missionaries can ever hopo to reform such peoFrank'll reasan for this was a logical and a strong one.
ple as these," he declared; "they will bold to their uncanny rites and
The machinery of the Fakir bad su\'l'ered a severe strain in the acci·
lleathenish deities as long as they hang together as n race."
dP.nt at the city gates. He :lid not believe that it would bold out for
"You're right," cried Barton; "the religion of Brahma can never so extended a trip.
·
be stamped out!"
It wus a disappointment to all, of co·urse; but nothing better could
"Aside from its barbarous practices, it is not greatly different rrom be done.
th e Clmstian belief," said Frank. "Ah, this is a strange world, with
The purpose of the expedition had been accompiished.
so many difl"erent races and creed~."
They hao.l discovered and \' isited the fur country of the fabled Yelfow
As darkness had already settled down, it was decided not t0 go Khan.
•
further until daybreak. So all was made ship-sbapEl !or the night.
Barton was disappointed only in one respect, and this was because
Barton knew the road to the Khan's great mine. In the. morning it Frank would not plunder the mines of the Khan.
could b1l easily followed.
He bad served in the English army and had been trained to believe
So the voyagers, much tired with the day's exciting incidents, did the property ·or a foe his lawful spoil. But Frank could not look at
not hesitate to tnrn in.
it thU9,
Barney remain ed on guard for t~e first part ·of the night, and
EvtJry l!ny now they drew nearer Lucknow. Thus far they hall en·
was relieved by Po:np Iuter. No incident wor~hy of note cccurred.
countered no foes, or any incidents of mere than ordinary interest,
But with dnJbrea:- it wns seen that they were not yet done with
They hucl returned by a vnslly difl'ereut route from that used in
the Yellow Khan. A glance down over the plain re\"ealed a great going. They bad avoided the jungle.
caYa!cade hastening toward the mouutalu-e.
· As a result they had met with only a few of the Thug class, and
"He bas tal;en a tumble to our gume," cried BartiUI. •· They these were uble to do no harm.
are comiug w defend the gold mines!''
But on the third day after leaving the mountains,. the Fakir came to
This was evident. In some way the Khan bnd !earned or guessed a village of curious natives.
the r.urpose of his foes. But Frank diLl not view the approach of
" These people!" suid Barton, " belong to the tribe of the Many
the enemy with anything like alarm.
•
Faced, 'l'hey are the most adroit jugglers and thieves on the face ot
•· If we work sharp,'' be said, " we can get through with the the earth."
mineS' and be off before tbGy get here!"
Frank was interested.
" You are right!" cried Burton.
"Let's make their acquaintance," be said.
" Is there a large force at the mines!''
"It will be to your sorrow," declared Barton.
''Never! Or course armed men are there, but you need scarcP.ly
"Why!"
fear them.''
•• They will surely steal something from us or value!"
The Fakir was climbing rapidly up through the pass. The sceuery
"Pshaw!"
was of the wildest and mos~ rugged descriptiOn,
" Well, you will see," laughed Barton; " they are able to eteal by
As they went higher up a mighty yiew of the country about was Instinct. Their equal does not exist,"
obtained. The Golden City nestled far bij)ow in the valley.
"They are friendly!''
·The pass now began to broaden, and suddenly they came to three
"0h, yes!"
tall statues set In the mountain wall. TLey were Hindoo idols, and
"Why are they called the Many Faced!''
there were evidence! that many reople paused here to worship them.
"For the fact that they are adepts at facial contortion nnd dis·
" We are quite near the mines now,'' declared Barton.
guise. Let a man lay hand on you in a crowd.
You identify him
"Are they underground!" asked Frank.
as you think, but the next instant a totally different person stantls
•· Only in part. The mining is conducted somewhat upon the prin- in his face. It is very wonderful."
ciple .9! our hydraulic system. There IS a great basin among the bills•· Fncial con tortlonists, eb !"
and the soil, rich with gold, Is washed down from the hill sides into
''Just so.''
The machine run slowly Into the village. In a moment it was
sluices. You will see!"
"'l'he region m11st indeed be rich," said Frank.
surrounded by the strangest people our voyagers thought they bad
"You will find that it is. Many millions have been taken from ever seen.
these hills by the Yellow Khan!"
Their dress und manners were much different from that of the
At thi~ moment the machme hurl reached the highest part of the average Hiudoo. They impressed one at once as sly and shrewd,
pass. Here its walls divided, and Barton directed Frank to keep to
The moment the machine came to a bait it was' l!nrrounded by thethieving rascals.
the right.
They fired all manner of questions and sallies in the Hindoo tongue
The machine rolled in between two ' higb waliR of rock. Then a great
hollow pocket or valley right among the peaks was revealed. It ex- ~t Barton, who answered them.
They woultl have come aboard but for Barton's angry warning to
tended a distance of fully three miles tl:Jrougb the mountain summits.
keep off. 'fben they began to beg.
It was about a mile in breadth.
The Englishman threw them a handful of onnas. In n moment the
Through its center ran a mountain stream. This was dammed and
made a great reservoir. From this \he water for the hyllraulic minmg scer:e changed.
The rascals began to exhibit their girts in the attempt to wi_n
was secured.
The great pocket presented a stirring scene at tt.is moment. There more.
were leginns of half-naked llindoos at work in the boiling sun.
Such fuclal expression Frank had never seen before in his life. HeThe voyagers gazed upon the scene spell·bound. Then they were could not follow it.
The handsome young fellow of twenty became the wrinkled and
spied hy the Khan's e;uards.
In an instant the al1,1rm wns gi\'en. Through the valley it resounded grizzled old man of eighty. The buxom miss, the aged hug.
like o clarion. The Hindoo miners rushed to arms.
And so r1uickly was tlle change made that the eye could llardly folThe Fakir glided coolly into the mine, howevPr, and Frank brought low it. This was all very wonderful,
the machine to a halt near n stone IJuildir:g, before which were armed
.But presently came the Jugglers. .
Rupees were given them in the place of annas. And remarkable felgunrds. These opened fire.
" That is the treasure bouse,'' said Barton; "there Is where they lows they were.
A great !udder was brought forward. One of them climbe:l it with·
keep the gold which thEy mine."
out any visible support. When at the top be walked off into air an<
" Probably there i! a large sum in there now!''
" Perhaps a million or even more.''
vanished.
"Well,'' said "Frank, slowly; "if we wer11 pirates or robbers, here
When be appeared it was from a thicket near, turning all sorts o
would be a good chance now to feather our· nests. Wouhl there not!'' wonderful handsprings. Then another allowed himself to be burie(
"Indeed ttere wou!.t," agreed Barton. " Then you do not intend ~~
.
It was to all appearances a bona fide i!Iterment. Our adventuron
to tuke any of lhe gold!"
"It tloea not belong to me!''
watched the (Jperation carefully.
•
•• The spoils of war-th~y are at war with us!"
But the victim was placed in a trench and covered up eQtirely.
"That may l>e," said Frank, "but in this cuse it will not justify .TheQ one of thll ju~glers wrth his bands pulled op the leaves, branches
a tht>ft. We have vis1ted the Khan's mines-we are satisfied. Now and trunk of a full fledged orange tree in full bloom, from the top of
let us leave."
.
the grave.
Another shook the branches of the tree, and down ·tumbled the
Barton was astonished.
"Yon are not go in~ to claim nny of the gold?'' be asked.
man who had been buried alive. Then the orange tree fe.ded away and
"Not a cent," rap!ied Frank.
withered and shrivelled until nothing was left.
And the machine turned about to leave the place. The miners hall
Such ledgerdemain was unaccountable and Inexplicable.
been keeping up a desultory lire on it. ·
It was all done in the open air, however, and there WllS every
Frank ditl not answer this, however, He emerged into the pass, chance for detection, If it was an optical Illusion, it was a strange
ami nry quickly .t he Fnldr was leaving the great gold mines behind. one.
" Can you understand how that is all done!'' asked Frank.
"I have tried io vain," replied Barton; " there are no jugglers like

/
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them in any other part or the world. The only conclusion I can reach
is that they are aided by the devil!"
.
.
. ,
•· Nonsense" declared Frank. "There 1s a trick about 1t.
" Allowing' that, can you discover the trick?"
"No.''
" Have yon any jugglers or wizards in America who can equal these
men ?"
"I know of none."
"Exactly!" said Barton, triumphantly. "They do not exist anywhere on earth. I tell you these Indian wizards are reaily in league
with some supflrnatural power."
Ba!ton argued this in vain:
Frank could not be brought to believe it. He was not at all a believer in the supernatural.
Leavin~ the village of the liJany Faced people, they next struck the
Ground Dwellers.
1 Tl ley crept
These people, burrowed like rabbits in the grount.
about on all fours, a[jd hunted incessantl y for ground moles, mice and
non-poisonous snakes, of which they were very fond.
They were people of a very low order or intelligence, as Frank found, .
anrl altogether the moit wretched class In Iudia;
Thus the Fakir and its party worked along toward Lucknow.
The journey thus far had been a most enjoyable one.
But, when within a very few miles of the Goflmtee, a catastrophe
occurrr.d which completely changed the plans of all and came uear
costing
them their
The Goomtee
waslives.
a deep but not very swift river.
Thet-e were no bridges, and it was necessary to ferry across. As .
the current was very powerful Frank had half concluded to trust to
one of the ramshackle ferri es.
,
But be· finally changed his plans. Tire machine had swam the
river once before, and wty should it not now? His mind was made
up.
So nt a suitable point the Fakir was allowed to slide down into
the water. Ottt into the curren t she paddled.
It was not hulf a mile across the river at this point. Ordinarily
the machine would have made it in quick time.
But now for some reason or other she seemed to pang in the
current. Wh en near mill·stream she seemed to stop.
She trembled all over like a reed. Then Frank heard a peculiar
sound like ren <l in~ wood.
He instantly dil•ed down into the store
box under the vehicle.
But the instant he opl'lned the trap a mighty current of water
came shooting up into his face. He gave a yell and forced the trap
{)ow,n.
'' Wh tl t is the matter!" cried Barton, just appearin~ on the spot.
"Uy•soull'' cried Frank; "we are sinking! The Fakir bas sprung
ber aluminum pl'atesl"
".Sinking!" gasped Barton.
"Just sol''
"Put her for shore!''
"It will do no goo,!. Before she gets !Jalf way therfl she will
sink.
This river is full of saurians, tool
We must wot·k , for our
lives!"
Barney and Pomp were petrified when they beard that the machine was bound to go down.
E verybody made a rush for those
things which they were anxious to save.
There chanced to be a portable rubbar boat on board. This was
quickly put out.
The lower part of tlle machine was llooded as they got into tha boat.
Barney and Pomp took the paddles.

It was a sad sight to see the Fakir wi.th its valuable equipments
being carried away on the river current. Lower she sank.
Suddenly there was a plunge, a rueh of the waters and down she
went. Tears stood in the eyes of all.
"That is too bad!'' cried Barton; "it is an awful calamity."
•• It am a drefiul shame!" averred Pomp.
" Begorta, t.here's some t.hings gone down wid her I wud have loiked
to have saved!" declared Barney,
But there was no helping the catastrophe now.
All that the voyagers could do was to get a~hore as quickly as poesible. How far they were from human habitation they knew not.
"It's a walk to Lucknow!" declared Barn~y. "Shure, I'm not in
love wid me job!"
, " Hub! reckon we am gwine to hab a tough time now!" declared
Pomp.
"Perhaps not!" said Frank, cheerily; "about how far are we from
Lucknow, Barton?"
"I don't believe it's over twenty or thirty miles!"
.. That's it &xactly. These n11tjves along here are frieddly. We
will find another boat somewhere and just float down the Goomtee to
the town!''
" What!" exclaimed Barton. "Are you not going to raise the
Fakir?''
~
" My dear man," declared Frank, " that would be almost impossiblt>. The mull at the bottom of this river is more than twenty feet
deep. rr we got the Faki! up out of it, she would be damaged ·beyond
•· 1as t 0 f tb e El ec t rlc
· F 11 k'tr. "
a 11 vu 1ue. N0 • I rear ·you b ave seen tue
There was a somber silence as this announcement was made. But
at this moment the river bank was reached.
And as our adventurers filed out o! their boat a cheery voice came
down the bank:
.. Hello! What the mischief is all this?"
Our voyagers looked UjJ and saw a squad of English hussars on
horseback. The leader was a tall, handsome man, with curling mustaches. Barton gave a loud shout or recogni tion.
"Lieutenant Brophy!" be .cried. "Hurrall! this is like old
times!"
It seemed that Barton was known to every man in the English com·
pany. A pleasant meeting it was.
The story was hurriedly told, and Lieutenant Brophy sa1d:
" I will dismount four of 11 ·y men, and you shall ri<le back to Luck·
now with us. That is all right. I can leave them here on de'tall and
send their horses back later!"
Our voyagers were glad to accept the kind offer. As it proved their
adventures were at au ell(!,
They were welcomed warmly at the British Residency, and here they
spent a number or weeks quite merrlly.
Burton changed his mind and re-enlisted with his old comrades. He
could not abandon a soldier's life after all.
Barney and Pomp, however, were beginning to think of home. So
one day the Americans set out for Bombay. Frank bad given up all
idea of ever recl aiming the Fakir.
He was now anxious to get home, and to work on a new plan for
an air ship.
Bombay was safely reached, and they sailed .for the Mediterranean.
Back to England via the Red Sea and Suez Canal. Then a steamer
to New York, the cars to Readestown, and our voyagers were
bappy.
They had finished their adventures among the Thu_ge of India, as
descnbed to the reader. For the present, therefore, we will beg to
take leave or Frank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp.
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I:n.s-tr-u.c-tive :Se>oks.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKE.h.-Contalning a varied
assortment of Stum p Speeches; Negro, Dutch an d I rish. A.lso End
Men's Jokes. Just the thin g for home am usement and amateur.
shows. Price 10 cents. For sale by nil newsdealers, or sent, postpail!, to any address on receipt ?f price, by F rank Tousey, Publisher,
84 and 36 North Moore Street. New York. P. 0. Box 2730

HOW TO W:RI'l'E LETTERS 1'0 GENTL EMEN.- u ontltlning full dl
rectious for writing to geu\lemen on all subjects; also giving sam·
pie letters for introduction. Price 10 cents. For sale by all news·
deal ers in the United Sta.tes and Cana.da, or sent to your addrees,
postage free, on rtlceipt of price. Address Frr.nk To usey, publisher,
84 and 36 North Moore Street. New York. .Box 2730.

'IIOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.-J._ complete heatrse
on the horse. Describing tho most userul horses for business, the
jest for the road; also >aluable recipes for diseases peculiar to the
horse. Price 10 cents. For sale by al! newsdealers in tile United
States and Canada, or sent to your address, postn,ge free, on receip'
of price. Ad dress Frank Tousey, pubU~her, 84 and 36 North Moore
Street, New York. Box 2?80.

HOW TO BE A DETEOTIVE.-By Old King Brady, the world known
detective. In which he lays down some valuable and sensible rulee
for beginners, and also relates some adventures an d . experiences of
well-known detectives. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers
in the United States and Canada, or sent to your ad<!r'lss, post-paid,
on receipt of the prlc'l: Address Frank Tousey, publisher, 84 and 36
North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.

SOW '£0 BECOJ\il!. AN iNVENTOR-Every boy shOuld know how ln-

BOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and card tricks, oout.'lining full instruction of all t!:J leading card tricks of the day, also
the most popular magical illusions as performed hy our IE~adlng
magicians; every boy should :>btain a copy, as it will both amuse
and instruct. Price lO cents. For sale by all newsdealers ia the
United States and Canada, or sent to any address, postage free, :>n
receipt of price. Address Frank ~·ousey, publisher, 84 and 36 North
¥oore Street. New York. Box 2730,

,;entions originn,te. This book explains them all, giving examples
in electricity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics, J?neumatics, mechan:cs,
eto., etc. The most instructive book publiShed. Price 10 cents.
For sale by all newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or
sene, to your address, postage free, on receipt of price. Addree&
Frank Tousey, publisher, 84 and 36 North Moore street. New York.
;&x 2730.
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frapk Tousey's flclpd Books.
.
.

onJaining Useful Information on Almost Every Subjec~ Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per
No. I.

No. 15.

Napoleon's Oracnlum and Dream Book,

No. 28.

HOW TO BECOME RICH.

HOW '1'0 'l'ELL FORTUNES•

.JiJonW.ininiJ the great oracle ef human destiny; also the Tb1s wonderful book presents you with the example and
t:rue meanmg o.f a lmost any kind of d1·eam s, toaetber with life experi ence of so m e of the most noted and wealtby 1nen
eharms. ceremonies, and curious games of cards. A com- in the worl d, in c1uriing t he self-made men of OUI' country.
pt.~ te book. Price 10 cents.
The book is edited by OD8 of the most successful men of
the present age, whose own example is in itself guide
enough for those who aspire tn fame and money. The
No.2. •
book will give you the secret. Price 10 cents.

HOW TO DO TRICKS.

f"he great book of magic &nd card tricks, containing fuJI

b:astruction of all the le,_d iug card tricks or tlJ e tlay, also
~e most popular magicnl illu sion11 as performed by our
liaading magicians; every boy should obtain a cop)', ae it
f ill both amuse aud instruct . Price 10 cents.

•
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~opy..

E very one is desirous of knowing what his future life wiU
bring forth. whether happiness or misery, wao.lth or po.,._

=~~be~~~:i~~~~l ~fs1Ig~~~~ o~:~~rt~~:. b~~it t!:~=
8

unes of your frien4s.

Pr.ioe lG cents.

No. 29.

HOW '1'0 BECOME AN INVENTOR.

U\.

HOW TO KEEP .A. WINDOW GARDEN.
Containing fuH instructions for constructing a winclow
~~&rdeu either ia. town <.' r country, and the most &};'proved

:~~Y~te fg~;:i~Jttebki~Ji~~~f~~bfi~hetd~ 0 ~~ice'l8~:~t:~
No. 17.
HOW '1'0 DRESS,

Every bey should k11ow how inventions origit..te. '1'ld1
book e~plaias them all, givina e~amplee in electricity, brdraulics,. magnetiem, optics, pneumatics, meckaaics. eta..
etc. 'fhe mf·ft. instructive book published. Price 10 oen&e.

8

No.3.

HOW '1'0 l'LIRT.

be am and wiles of flirtation are fulb explained bY tb i:;
"ttle book . llesides the various methods of handkerchi ef .
fan, rlove, raraeol, window a nd bat flirtations, it contains Oontainiug full instruction in the a r t of dressing a.~d appearing weJI at home and abroad, givtns tlie selections of
1
08
0
1
8
~ i'i1~ ::!t~ni~ ~~r:,~~b:dy~nb a:ti~\~ a:J y ~u~~~e~o:~!~~ colors, material, and how to have them ma.de up. Price 10
c;ents.
o\ be happy without one. Price 10 cents.

No. lB.
HOW '1'0 BECOME BEAUTIFUL.

No. 30.

HOW '1'0 COOK.
One of the meat instructive books on cookin« ever po.b-

~~~e!Yst!:s~0~fs~0~i~~~i~~~~a1~:e~0~k:sn;,_~adtsi.fls~ngdaam:f

pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our moP
popular cooks. Only 10 cents per copy.
·.

No. 31.

HOW TO BECOME .A. SPEAKER.
Cen l4ining fourteen illuotrationo, giving tbe different po.

vul~able little books ~\'81 :~~~:~:~~~.isi~Js~ c~~~~~n: =~~ds ;~:!.k:U· t'::~~p:J~
~~~~!ob;~~tirit}~dbnt~v;::l~e:~dw}:::let.o ~~~w&ehc~:t: authors of prose and poetry, Arranged in t.lle most simple

One of the brightest and most

simple, and almos t costless. Read thi s book and be coo- . and concJse manner possible. Price 10 Cent&.
riuced how to become beautiful. Price 10 cent&
'

No. 32.

HOW TO RJDE A Bl(,'YCLE.

NO. 19.
FRANK TOUSEY'S

HandsOmeJy illustrated, and containing full directions fer

United States Distance 'l'ables, Pocket Com· ~\~b.n;!:~ti~~1ii'tFu:rr~t~~~f~J~: Si:ei~l~~~ ~:!1 ~i~ili!~~:l
a machine. Price 10 ceats .
·
panion and Guide.
No.6.

HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.

Gtving lthe officia l distances on all the railroads ot the
United :States and Canada. Also, table of distances bJ
water to foreign ports, back fares in the princifal citie,..,
8

~~~~f!~fat:d g:~d~ b~~~S ~~b'Ii~h'e"J~a~;i~: I0°ce~ht!.most
No.20.
~~~h~x~y !1tues;~~t~!~! a i~O:y t~~~~~~::~:~ ~r,~~~n!=
How to Entertain an Evening Party.
5

Giving full instruction for t.he use of dumb-belle, Inrliao
alubs, lara.llel bars. horizontal bars end various otha:
0

No. 33.

HOW TO BEHAVE.
Containing the rules and etiquette of good society and the
easiest and mos t approved methods of appearin~ to~~
advantage at partiAl, balls, tbe thBater, church, and in. the
drawing room. Price 10 cents.

bealthJ by following the instructions eontained ·in thW
lttle book. Price 10 cents.

No. 34.
A very valuable little book just published. A complete
oompendium of games, sports. caTd-diversions, comic
HOW '1'0 FENCE.
recreations. etc., suitiLhle for parlor or drawing-room enNo. 7.
tertainm ent . It contains more for the mone7 than ADI Containing futl IU'etruction for feneing and the use of th@
book published. Prioe 10 cents. .
] broadsword ; also instruction in al'C)hery . Described with
HOW TO KEEP BlltDS.
::f!!~i~:~ PA~~a~l!~s:~~~DiJr~~ii<f!::t!eet positioM
Handsomely illustrated, and cont&it.ing full instructioni

t~~dt~bo~!'i:~bl~tb~.t~=:~~fp~~:~~·~~c}.~j:;

lOcents.

No. a.
HOW TO BECOME A. SCIENTIST.

No.

21.

HOW TO HUNT A.ND FISH,
No. 35,
The moJt complete bunting and llsbing guide ever pubHOW TO, PL.!Y GAMES,
lisbed. It contains t'ull instructions about guLs, hunting A complete and useful little book, containing the rulee
~i~~~ tf~~~!r:~S'fis~.an8r~~;Q~e!'t:.ether with descrip- and regulations of biiJiards, ba gatelle, backgammon, oro•
quet. dominoes. etc. Price 10 cents.

0

No. 36.

HOW '1'0 SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.
0

g~dY:~~~~~t!J~~hc~l~t~~ fn~!i~t~rsuar;i~O:s~b\>~i&; iOUc':!~
HOW TO BECOMEN.!'-fENTRILOQUIST.
Harry Kennedy. The secret given AW&y, Every intellint boy reading t bis book of instructions, by a practical
rofessor <deli~h tiog multitudes every bight wi t h hi s wonerful im1ta.t1ons), can mast er t he art, and creute a ny
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is th e greatest
:,oak eve r published, and there·s millions (of fun) in it.
rice 10 cents..
'

No. 37.
HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

7

E

It contains information for everybody, bo;ys. girls, man
and wom en; it
tel\(lh you bow to make alm '-'st nnyt biq

No. 23.

'"ill

HOW '1'0 EXPLAIN DREAMS.
E veryb od y dream s, from th e little child to the aged man
a nd woman. 'l'bis h ttle book gi ves the explanation t o all
8

~~dd~ ~a~~~!~~~ \3~:~~i~w~!~~h~ub~~k ~1 ~~~~~cVri~!Y~

cents

No. 10.

HOW '1'0 llOX.
rJbe art of seJf-d ef ense ma de el:t.sy. Contaiaing over thirty ,
~lust.ratio n s

of ~u:t rds, blo ws an d the different posi tions of
I) good bo xer . E very boy s hould obtain one of tlJ esc useful
-.nd ins.tructive books •. as i t wilJ tea cu you how to box wit-h~ut an Justructor. Pnce 10 cents.

No. I!;

HOW '1'0 WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.
'"" A most cumulet e little book, containing full direction s for

love-letters, a nd when to use the m; also gi ving
aecimen let ters for both young and old. Price 10 cents.
~ting

No. 12. ,

BOW TO WRITE LE'l"fERS TO l...!DIES.

No. 24.

HOW TO WRITE LE'l"l'ERS TO GENTLE·
MEN.

Contai ning full d irections for writing to gentlemen on all
subjeds ; also giving sample letters for InstruCtion. P r ice
10 cents.

No.25.
HOW '1'0 llECOl\lE A. GYMNAST.
0
~~:.~i~~':Jgni~~!tf~~~e~~~~~~: ~~1 b!~di~~d~hi:ty~A ~ i~ls;~

trations . .l:Sy Professor W.l\facdo uald. A bandy and useful book. Price 10 cents.

No.26.

Giving complete ins truct.ie ne for writing le t ters to ladies
:e~l~ ~ub~~~~:; ~~~.;~:.tte rs of introductiou, notes andre-

HOW '1'0 UOW, SA.IL AND llUIJ,D A llOA.T.

No. 13.
How to Do It; ot·, Book of Etiquette.

Fully illustrated . Every boy should know how to row and
snit a bOilt . ~, ull instruct10ns are gi ven in thi s little book.
together with instr uc tions on swnuming. and riding. com.:
pu.nion sports to boating. ~ice 10 cents.

8

1

I is a gl'eat life secret, and one that every young
.al-es t o know all a bout. ~end 10 cents and get it.
ll&pp1ness in it.

No. 14.
HOW TO MAKE CANDY.

nt&h de'l' h t~ re'a

No. 27 •

HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECI·
'I'.!'I'IONS.
1
g~~~~i•Jia~e~~~ lrr0e~~cY."~i~~c"t~ ei!::'J!':ei~~Jei~i~l:'~~~~~ft

.& Cho.'mpleZe hand-book for making all kind• of canQ, ioe- pieces, together with many standard readinaa. Price 10
--.m, SJrupa, eseenoes, etc., etc, Price 10 cenU..
cents.
·

For sale by all newsdealers, or sent, post-paid, wpon receipt of price.

lox 2730.

:!~u:n~e~~~~l~~uhe&r~~~~n~sb~:d fun:rf:rm::tii!~ab~r~f:
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Price 10 cents.

No. 38.
HOW '1'0 BECOlUE YOUR OWN DOt'TOR.
A wonderful book, coniainin~ useful and practical infor-mAti on in tne treatment of ordinary diseases and ,ail menta
common to every family. A boundin~ in ueefnl and effective recipes for '{eneral complaints Price 10 ceDt&

No. 39.

.

How to Raise Dogs, Poultry, Pigeons and
IW.bbits.
A useful and instructive book. Handl!lomely WustratecL
By Ira Drofraw. :"rice 10 cents .

No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.
Including hints on how to catch Moles. Weaeels, ~
Rats, Squirrels and Birds. Alsa ~h> W to cure :Skins. OCIIi.
piously illustrated. B1 J. Harringtob. Keene. PrJce 1t
cents.

No. 41.

The Boys of New York End. Men's Joke Book.
Containing n great l'tl.riet:v of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete
without this wunderful little book. Price 10 cents.

No. 42.

The Boys of New York StnmD Speaker.
Containing a varied assortment of Stump tSPeecbes, Negro,
Dutch and Irish. Alzso End Men's i...,il:es. Just. t~f' thin•
for home amusement and amateur ahoQB.. T, nce.lO.centa.

Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34
& 36 North Moore Street, New Yor~
.
I
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LATEST ISSUES OF THE FIVE CENT COMIC LI,BRARY.
&7 Two Ha.rd Nuts: or, A Term of Fun n.t Dr .

Cra.ckAm's Academy,
58 The :Short.ys• Oountry :Store,
59 Muldoon 's Vacation.

92 Boarding-School; or, Sstn Bowser at Work and ·
Play,
by Peter Pad
93 Next Door; or, The Irish ·rwins,
by l'oth Teaser
94. The Aldermen Sweeneys of New York ,
~·
by l'om Teaser
95 A B"d Boy's Note Book,
by " Kd"
9i A Bad Boy at t;chool,
by "Ed"
97 Jirnmy Grimes, Jr.; or, the Torment of t.he Village,
by 'J'o!U Teaser
98 Jack and Jim; or, Rackets and !:icrn.1te8 a~
School,
by 'J'om T easer
99 'l'be Book Agent's Luck,
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100 .\1uldoou's Boarding House,
by 'l'om 'l'eaijer
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by Tom 'l'e8.:ser
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67 'l'he .Bounce '!'wins, or,1'be 'l'wo Worst Boys In
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by Peter Ptld
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72 ){uldoon, the F treman,
by 'foul 'l'easer
73 A Rolling ~tone; or, Jack Ready's Life of Fun,
by Peter Pad
7 An Old Boy; or, ~Ioney After Educb;it~'m 'l'easer
75 Tumbling 'fim; or, Traveling With a Circus,
by Peter Pad
1e Judge Cleary's Country Court,
by Tom T ease r
77 Jack Relldy's :School l:icrnpes,
by Peter P ad
78 .Muldoon, 1 be Sohd M au,
by 'l'o·n TeAser
79 Joe Junk, the Whaler; or, Anywhere for Fun,
by Peter Pad
SO The Deacon's Son; or, The Imp of the. Villlu:re.
Oy Tom 'l.'ea!l,er
81 Behind t he Scenes; or, Out With a. New York
Combinn.tion,
by P eter Pad.
8'.! The .Funny Four,
. by Peter Pa.d
83 l\1uldoou ·s B:u:ie Bull Club,
by T om 'l'easer
84 Muldoon's Ht~se BniJ C lub in Boston, by 'J'o111 Tetu:~er
85 A lltld l~ ~Z~; or, Hard to Crack,
by 'l'om T easer
86 Sam; or, 'i'he Troublesome ll~ oundlinli:,
by Peter Pad
87 Muldoon's Base Ball Club in ,Pb ilnd eh;hia,
by 'l'om 'fea ser
88 Jimmy Grimes; or, Sharp, Smart and :Sassy,
by ·rom 'l'easer 89 Little Tommy Bounce: or, Sometllin.~t Ltke Hi s
Dad,
by Peter Pad
90 Muldoon 's Picnic,
by 'l'om Teuor
91 Little Tommy Botmce on His Travels; or; D(\inR
by .Peter Pad
Aruerica. for li'un,
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108 Billy i\loss; or, From Oue 'l'hing to Anothe r,
by 'l'om 'l'en.ser
1M Truthful Jack; or, On Board the Nancy Jane,
by 'l·om 'l'easer
110 Fred Fresh: or, As Green as GrasS, by 'l'om 'l'easer
111 The Deucon' s Boy; ot·, The Worst iu 'l'own.
by Peter Pad
112 Johnn)' Brown & Uo. at School; or, 'l'tle Daneon's Boy at His Old '!'ricks,
by Peter Pad
113 Jim , Jack .a.nd Jim; or, Tbree Hard N~tts to
Cru.cl(,
by Tom l'easer
114 Smart J; Co., the Boy Peddlers,
by Peter Pad
115 The 'f wa Boy l}jowus; 01, A :Summer \Yith a.
Vi reus.
by Torn 'l'eaaer
116 Benny .Bounce; or, A Bloct' of tbe Old Ubip,
by Peter Pad
117 Young Dick Plunket; or. The Trinls a.nd Tribulations of l~benezer C row,
by :Sam Smiley
118 Muldoon in Ir eland; or, 'l'he Solid .Mnn on the
Old :Sod,
by 'l'om 'J'ea.ser
119 Mtthtoon's (~rocery Store. Part I, by Tom 'l' eas~ r
120 l\l uldoon's Grocery Store. Part II, by 'l'om Tenser
12l Bob I:Srigbt; or, A Boy of BusinesR and F'u n.
Part I,
by Tom Teaser
122 Bob Bright; or, A Boy of Business und F nn.
Purt 11,
by 'l'om ,Teaser
123 Muldoon's Trip Around tbe World. Part I,
·.
by Tom Teaser
124 Muldoon 's Trip Around the World. Part Jl,
'
by Tom Teaser

125 .Muldoon.•s Hotel. Part I.
by Tom Teit.&er
126 Mllldoon s Hotel. Part 11,
by Tom 'l'easf!r
127 Muldoon 's UbristmaS,
by Tom Teaser
128 'rhe Shortyg' (Jhrtstmas Rackets,
by t'eW Pact
129 :s~~r~~~~~~t'ir·~~~t ~·~lhlwing in the ~;~~~sPa4
130 Sam Smart, Jr,; or, l!'ollowio£: in the FoetsteJ)S
of His Dad. Part 11,
by l'eter Pod
131 Three of Us; or, Hustling for Boodle a.ud Fun.
Part I.
by Tom 1'ea.ser
132 Three of Us; or, Hustling for Boodle aad .li'un .
Part II.
by 'l'om Teaser
133 Out .For Fun; o,r Six Mooth.s With a :S~:P·eter Pad

134 D1ok Duck, bbe Boss of the T ow n, by Tom Tt.u.ser
135 The Shortys Doing Eu'rope; or, On a Gru.ntJ
'l'our for ll'un. Part I,
by Su.m :Smiley
136 'J'he Shortys Domg Europe; or, On a Grand
'l 'ou r for Fun. Pat·t 11,
by S1tu1 :Smiley
137 Aunt Maria.; or, She Thought ::;he Knew It. All.
by Sam :Smiley
138 .Muldoon In Chicago; or, Th~ Solid 1\ld.n nt the
\Vorld's Fnir,
by l'om'l'euser
139 Cousin Harry; or, An English Boy in America
Part- I.
by :Sam :Smiley
140 Cousin Harry; or , An English Bprin Amerioa,
ParL II.
by :Sam :Smiley
141 A New Tommy Bounce; or, The Worst of the
Lot. Part 1.
by :S&m Smiley
142 A New Tommy Bounce; ·or, Tbe W orstpf the
C.ot. P.~r li II.
by ~lun Smile~
143 SLump; or, •· Little, But, 011, My!" Pn.rt I.
·
by Peter Pad
144 Stump; ot·, "Little, But, Ob, My!" PHrt ll.
by Peter Pad
145 Shoo-~'ly; or, Nobody's Moke. Par$ I.
146 Shoo. F ly ; or, Nobodl''& Moke.

Par~li~om 'l'easer•
b)•

Tom Teaser

147 Chips and Cllin Chiu, ~ h e Two Orphans . Pnrt
l.
by Peter Pad
148 Uhi~s und Uhi n Chi.n, the Two Orphnns. Part

I! .
149 Tbe Sbortys on the Road; or, In tlle
ness J nHt for Fun. Part I,
150 The Sbortys on the Roa.d; or, ln tb.e

151

by Peter Pad
Old llusiby .Peter Pad
Old Bnsi-

O~~sW1Jll~\ 'g:·, ~1t~· L~s~~/ ~he Fitz-Ile~b e~:s:ad
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by Tom 'l'e&aer
152 Plaster and Stickem; or, Out For the- Stuff,
by SILm Snnley
153 l\lnldoon's Flats. Part l.
by :rom Teaser
1.54 .Muldoon's F'lats. Part II .
by Tow Teaser
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Fr~~kLR.seL&~te~hJr~:t~l~ot~~clh~t~j(aboard:
Adventures in Nflrth Australia.

~ Fr~?bko~~~de'fiil~ J:~~~bt~~r J~:. Sea Serpent; or, ::Sii
11J Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deser t Explorer; or, The Under·
g r.ouB.d City of the Sahara.
81 Frank Reade, Jr.'s New Electric Air-Ship the" Zephyr:" or, FromNorth to South Around the Globe.
Part I.
82 Fra•~k ~~a.de,FJr. sr{'le~ ~~trfh1_ir-Sh~pt~be~; 0ie_r,:u.~~I~r, row or
ou
roG.n
e
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83 Across the Frozen Sea; or, Fra.nk Reade , Jr.'s Electric
84

102 Lost in the 1\Iountains of the Moon; or, Frank Reade,

~lrS~~d~:,reat

or, Thrilling

Lo~~r~\~:~~~;,t Atlantic Valley; or, Frank Reade, Jr.,
a.nd His Submarine \Yonder, tbe" Dnrt."

85 !r'rank Reade, Jr., and His New Electric Air-Ship, the
"Eclipse;" or, F if;;htin~ the Chinlse Pirates. Part I .
86 Fr~.n~c'ff;::;~: .~;;ifin~ta~~\~eeCb"fol!:!r~~r:-~r;,st~~~:t
87 Frank Reade , Jr.'s ~~~pper of the Prairie; or, Figllting
tlle Apilches in the Far Southwest.
B8 Under the Amuzon for a 'l'bo usand l\lileij; or, Frank
Reade, Jr. 'e Wonderful Trip.
89 Frank Reade, J.r.'s Search for tbe Silver Wb1de; or,
Under tbe Ocean m the Eleotnc '' D olphm ."
~Frank Rt:Mde, Jr.'s Oa.tnmara.n of tbe A1r; or. Wild and
WGnderfal Adventures m North A ustraita.
91 Fr:~·~'lT:~~:·n~~;~ Searcb. ~·or Lost Man in His Lat-
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R eade, Jr., In Ce ntral India; or, The Sea.rcb
For the Lost Savants.
93TheMissiAglslaud :or, Frank Reade Jr .'s Wonderful
Trip Under tbe Deep Sen.
94 Over the Aq.des With Frank Reade, Jr., iu His New
Air-Sbip; or, Wild Atlventnres in Pern.
ReBde, Jr.'s Prairia Whirlwind· or 'l'be 1\fystbry
z 95 Jfran'k
of tbe Hidd e n Uanyon.
' '
ge Unde r tb~ Yellow Sen; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Search
for the Cave of Penrls \Viib His Ne\Y Submarine
Cruiser.

103
104.
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Trip With His New Air- Ship, tbe.
100 Miles Below tho Surface of the Sea: or, Tbe Mar~~g~~a;}~!jjB~~t . Frunk Reade, Jr. '1 "Hard-Shell"
Abandoned in Alaska; or, Frank Reade. Jr.'s 'l'hrillin" ~ea.rcb for a Lost Gold <Jitt.iiU With His New
New l!.llectric Wu.gon.
.
Around tbe Arctic Circle: or, Frunk Reade, Jr.'s
Most l.famous'l'rit> With His Air-:Sbip,tbe''Orl>i t ."
Ufn~e(J~:~r o9~e~nJ~aoile~·[,~?,k Reade, Jr.'s SubmurFrom th., Nile to the Ni2er: or, Frank Reade, Jr.,
Lost iu the So!tdnn With His ''Overland Onmibus.''

A:l~~~t~:lr i'i~~~·ken

Forflst; or, With Frank Reade,
Jt·, on a. Submarine Oruise.
~
127 A~{~~!er~: ~~j~\~ ~fsrri:~~e oC'ot~;t~~ Reade, Jr.'s
128 Over Two Continents; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Lon4
Uistance lfli~o:bt Witll His New Air-Ship.
129 Tbe Co ral Labyrinth; or, Lost. With Frank Reade, Jr.,
iu a Deel> S ea. Cave.
130 Alou,~t tL.e Orinoco; or, With ,ll... rank Reade, Jr., io
13l ·A~~~:~h:tt;arth; ol', Frank Reade: Jr.'s Latest Trip
With Hi1 New Air-Ship.
132 1,000 FB.thoms Deep; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., in
126
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133 T~~e~~:~gti~t~~· Air ; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Trip to
•• ~·lasll."
the 'l'repics .
109 Lost in the Great Undertow: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s llt ln the Wild 1\lan's Land; or, With Frank Reade, Jr .•
:Submllrine Oruise m the Gulf St1·eam.
in the Heart of Aus tralia.
no F~1?~~;1~W; 1c ~~l~?J'y\~1 ~ o(jit,~ra.nk Rende. Jr.'s Latest 135 'l'~~es Y~kc~ta~s~h~~~~frtJj~~h J~:n~e~eai~b~~r~~:
ll1 To the End ol tbe Enrth in an Air-Sbip; or, Frank
Ye..cht thE'I ··Sen Diver.''
Reade, Jr.'s Great Mid-Air lfligbt.
1 136 The Lost ~ Oa ra.vnn ; or, Frank R eade, Jr., on th&
112 Tbe Underground Seu.; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Subter:St:lked Plains \Vith His "l£Ject.ric Racer."
raneau Uruise in Hi s :::,ubnu~rine BoM.t.
137 'l'l.te Trans ient Lake; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Ad•en113 Th e My8terious Mira.~-:e; or, Fran I( Reada, Jr.'s Desert
tures in a My st ~dous Country With His New AirSearcll t'or a :Secret Uity nith His New Overland
Ship, the" Spel·tre."
Chaise.
138 Tlle Weird lslund: or, Frn.nk Reade, Jr.'s Strange
114 Th e h:lectric Island; or, )fra nk Reade, Jr. •a Search for
Submarine Sea.rch for a. Dee).l Sea. Wo.nder. •
~~= 9'J?if!t~~~~Vonder on Earth With His Air-Ship, 139 ·r~1o~~~h~Nne~~ 8~:t~~':n;t_or, !frank Reade, Jr., Ex...
1
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125 Latitude 90°: or, Frnnk Reade, Jr.'s Most Won·derful
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115 Jfof Six Weeks . Hp.ried in ,a Deep S~a. Cave ; or, 140 Over the Steppes; or, Adrift in Asia With Fnnk
, , I! ra~1k Rea?e, Jr .~ Gre~t Submarme Sea,rch.
,
Reade. Jr.
. .
,
116 the Galleons Gold, or,Erank 1teade, Jr.s Deep~ea 141 The Ut~kno\~n Sea, or, Frank Reade, Jr. sUnder.;.
Search.
.
.
Wn.tet CrUI~o.
,
117 Acrows ~ustrall_a W1th Frank Rende 1 Jr. In H~s New 142 In t.he Blacl< ~one; or. F:ra.nl' Reade, Jr. a Quest for
Elec.trw Uu.r, or, Wonderful Aaventures m t!Je
~ ,tb.e .Mou1~tnt? of lv~ry .
,
.
.
Anttpodes.
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.
143 'l~e Lo:it N~vJgatror:~, or, .frank. Rt>ade, ~r. s 1\hd-~Jr
118 Fra.nk .Reade, ~r . s Greatest FlylDg .l'tlaclnne; or.
Search ~V1th H 1a New A ,,·.. Shtp, tlle "Sk,Y Flyer.',
Fu!httns: the 1e~r<?r of tJ:te Coast.
. 144 1\le . :Ma,oo Island i or, Frank Reade, Jr. s Dt!ep Sea
119 On the G~eat ~erJdtan ~ttll Frun~ Reade. Jr. , ln ~. Is
Tr1p of Mystery. .
•
~:i~ i~'Ai~dh~X.ir.or, A l'wenty-Ftve 'l'bonsand Mile 145 '1'~~~:::~ ttbee·~~:~cQh~~O.Frank Reade , Jr . s A.dven-

9'1 Ar~~;~k t.£:aJ!~r~~':·~ \{r~~d~~fut T1~ri~sttWftttJI~: :A¥;: 120 U~dC~:i~: ~~~iS"ub~;::i~~~~~t:rank Reade, Jr.; or, 146 InT~~~~~ 1 dLtr~i1~u~Ti~:htoO'.,.e~rt~~k Fr~~!~eNo~t~~;s Ten
Sbtp.
98- Fra.ak H.eade, Jr . •s "8ky Scrapel";" or, North and
South A.round the World.
99 Und er the F.'\uator from Ecnado~ to Borneo; or, Frank
100

8

F~~d~o~~t t~"(j~~!~\ so~~F~~~~ itoevaaf;·Jr.'s

Trip
Across Africa m llis Ele.ctric" Boomet~ang."
101 Fn.Lnk Resde, Jr. , and Hts Electric Oar; or, Out\\'ittmg a Desperate Gang.

121 Astray in the Sehas: or. 'fhe Wild Experiences of
!~'rank Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp, in South
America. With th e Eleetde Cab ·
122 Lost in a C01uet's Tail; or. li'rank Reade, Jr:s Strange

123 Si~~~enn:~~ep~~~~s ~~~.N}~;~:~R~~~: Jr.'s Marvelous
Advent-ures in the Deep SeR .
.
1U Beyond the Gold Coast: or, li'rank Rende, Jr .'s Over·
land Trip With His Klectric Phaeton.

14.7 Below the Sahara: or, F1·nnk Reade. Jr ., Exploring aD
Under~roand Ri"Yer Wiitb Hts Submarine Boa.t.
148 Tha Black Mof!ul; or. 'l'hrough lrdiu \o\' itl1 Fr11ok
Reade. Jt'., Abollrd His •• El~ctric Boomer."
149
'J'~e~~~~\~~ns~.,.l;'~~r~~ il's FJ:~kArr~~fP.~~~s.~~~~r~~t
150 rhe Black :Sqnatdron; or, Frank Rende, Jr., in tbe
Indi&n Ocean Witlt His Submarine Boat. t.ba
"Rocket."
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